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User interface software is often large, complex, rigid, and difficult to implement. In fact, most of the development time and effort in a typical application is dedicated to the user interface. Not only do interfaces require the programmer to deal with complex input and output, asynchrony, and rapid feedback to the user that is context-dependent, but they also need to run on many different devices and serve a wide variety of people with complex needs. For example, applications may be required to run on the desktop, on mobile touchscreen devices, both for people with motor impairments and able-bodied users, and in multiple languages. As a result, most of today’s interfaces require an immense amount of resources to address the increasingly complex ecosystem of devices and users.

This dissertation focuses on unlocking existing user interfaces to overcome these challenges. Similar to how Wikipedia opened encyclopedia articles for anyone to edit, we envision a similar democratization of user interfaces, where anybody can modify the graphical interface of any application. Any single company or group of developers cannot single-handedly address people’s wide variety of needs, but unlocking existing interfaces could diffuse the cost and effort across many people. As a first step towards realizing this vision, this dissertation explores how to modify existing graphical interfaces by reverse engineering their pixels. Working from the pixels enables developers and end-users to modify existing interfaces without compliance from the underlying application. For example, we use our pixel-based methods to implement many different modifications including accessibility enhancements, improved input on mobile devices, interface translation for improved localization, and end-user customization. Researchers have explored pixel-based reverse engineering for decades, but this dissertation presents the first real-time methods for interpreting an interface’s pixels and using that reverse engineered structure to modify an application’s apparent behavior.
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User interface software has become a victim of its own success. Graphical event-driven systems are the dominant user interface for computational devices, realized via popular user interface toolkits. However, this success has induced a lock-in effect that demonstrably stifles innovation. For example, human-computer interaction researchers regularly propose new interaction techniques for desktop and mobile devices, enhancements for people with disabilities, better support for localization, and new collaboration facilities. However, these techniques rarely make it outside the laboratory because existing software tools cannot support them. Changing the ecosystem would require a mass adoption of new tools, and most of the applications we use today would need to be rewritten.

This dissertation focuses on unlocking existing user interface tools so that developers can explore new ways to build interfaces inside the current ecosystem. For example, a human-computer interaction researcher developing a new interaction technique might evaluate it in several real-world applications (e.g., Adobe Photoshop, Apple iTunes, Microsoft Office). A practitioner or hobbyist who sees the researcher’s prototype might then add the technique to several of their favorite applications. Web communities might organize around causes, such as translating interfaces into new languages, improving the accessibility of applications, or updating interfaces to better support ink, gestures, speech, and other advanced interactions. Ultimately we envision a transformative democratization of human-computer interaction, enabled by new tools that unlock existing interfaces.

Realizing this vision is difficult because of the rigidity and fragmentation of current interfaces. Researchers and practitioners who develop new ideas and techniques generally find it difficult or impossible to add their ideas to complex existing applications. In addition, people generally use a wide variety of applications implemented with multiple underlying toolkits. Adding flexibility to any one application or toolkit is therefore insufficient for techniques that need to work across an entire desktop.

My dissertation addresses rigidity and fragmentation by building upon the single largest commonality of existing graphical interfaces: they ultimately consist of pixels painted to a display. Building from this universal representation, we explore pixel-based interpretation to modify interfaces without their source code and independent of their underlying toolkit implementation. Specifically, this document describes our work on the Prefab system, which examines Pixel-Based Reverse Engineering for Advanced Behaviors, and builds upon five fundamental insights:
Unlocking existing tools requires real-time analysis of interfaces. Existing pixel-based methods are not designed to rapidly interpret the entire contents of an interface and are therefore a poor fit for our problem [3,74,76]. For example, Yeh et al.’s Sikuli system uses pixel-based methods for goals like automating repetitious tasks, but the methods require a reported 200msec to identify all occurrences of a single element [74]. Instead, we design our methods to identify all occurrences of many widgets many times per second.

The graphical desktop is not a physical scene. Computer vision algorithms developed to address such problems as perspective, distortion, shadows, and occlusion may be overkill or even inappropriate for this problem. We instead need algorithms based in an understanding of how interface toolkits render interface elements.

The internal consistency of an application is important for usability, so a widget’s pixels are typically consistent across invocations of an application on the same or different computers. If a system can be taught the definition of a particular widget, it will rarely change.

Applications are also designed to be externally consistent for usability, and so widgets of the same type are typically illustrated using similar pixels. It is likely not necessary to individually define each widget in every application, but may instead be possible to learn definitions of entire families of widgets (e.g., all Microsoft Windows Vista Steel buttons, all Java Metal checkboxes, all Apple Cocoa scrollbars).

The commonalities between widgets are also an artifact of how toolkits are implemented. For example, Hudson and Tanaka propose toolkit methods for painting highly stylized widgets using abstract templates that can be populated with specific pixel values [35]. Turning these skinning methods on their heads, it may be possible to recover the templates from example images. We could therefore inform our methods with the workings of toolkits to build more robust and accurate models. However, our methods can simultaneously remain independent of a toolkit’s implementation because we are ultimately examining pixels captured from screenshots.

In short, graphical desktops are not physical scenes, but are instead made of pre-fabricated units combined according to very particular rules. Prefab uses raw pixels to reverse engineer interface structure by identifying these pre-fabricated units and then modeling their relations. The next section presents some of the demonstrations we have implemented using Prefab’s pixel-based methods. The interaction techniques themselves are taken from the HCI research literature [6,23,28,44,47,67,73], but were previously difficult or impossible to implement in real interfaces. We have applied the techniques to a variety of applications based on different toolkits running on different operating systems (e.g., Adobe Photoshop, Apple iTunes, Google Chrome, Microsoft Office, Mozilla Firefox, Skype, YouTube). All are
implemented entirely based upon reverse engineering pixels, without knowledge of the underlying toolkit or implementation. Real-time responsiveness of our initial methods can be seen in videos recorded on a typical desktop: http://prefab.github.io. This document explores Prefab to demonstrate the thesis:

**Pixel-based methods for reverse engineering interfaces enable innovation in human-computer interaction by circumventing the rigidity and fragmentation of existing graphical interfaces.**
Prefab modifies the apparent behavior of existing interfaces using pixel-based interpretation with input and output redirection. Figure 1.1 illustrates a basic mechanism, where (1) a source window bitmap is captured, (2) the source image is interpreted, (3) the modified interface is presented in a target window (with the source potentially hidden using virtual desktop methods), and (4) input in the target is mapped back to the source, which generates new output that is captured and used to update the target. We discuss prior redirection research in Chapter 2 [38,64,66], but Prefab is the first system to combine pixel-based methods with input and output redirection, allowing it to modify an interface independent of that interface’s implementation. The types of modifications that are possible with these mechanisms depend upon the completeness of the available interpretation, so this dissertation focuses on methods for identifying widgets many times per second. However, our pixel-based methods also enable new approaches to intelligently rendering the target window and redirecting input, and so Chapter 6 presents some initial methods for output redirection.

Supporting real-time identification is a key challenge for Prefab. Complex statistical approaches are likely too expensive or inaccurate for the needs of a typical modification. On the other hand, purely manual code-based systems are likely too rigid or brittle to model the wide variety of interface elements. Prefab obtains tractable and scalable real-time identification by combining the advantages of these two approaches. Specifically, we rely on exact-matching of raw pixel values to identify widgets in real-time, but we automatically determine which pixels to consider according to extracted example images of widgets. This approach has inherent tradeoffs, which we discuss throughout this dissertation. Our related work section also provides a discussion and comparison of other pixel-based approaches as further rationale for our specific design decisions. Ultimately, Prefab is the first system for interpreting an entire interface at frame rate, which enables new classes of modifications to existing interfaces independent of their underlying implementation.
Prefab is a powerful tool that enables the modification of existing applications without compliance from the original developers. With it we were able to re-implement a variety of interaction techniques proposed in the human computer interaction literature that were previously impossible to implement in practice. We examined these techniques in real applications for the first time, and uncovered important insights about their design. This dissertation therefore presents two major classes of contributions: (1) new technical methods that enable modification of existing applications, and (2) insight into the design of interaction techniques enabled by our methods.

Chapter 2 starts with an overview of related work. Our related work first discusses two specific classes of enhancements that were previously considered impossible to implement in practice, but Prefab enables their implementation across a wide variety of real-world interfaces. We then describe prior work on systems for modifying interfaces at runtime and prior pixel-based methods. Chapters 3 through 7 then present our contributions to pixel-based methods along with demonstrative applications, several of which are techniques from the HCI literature described in our related work. Chapters are organized to build upon each other, where the methods and insights presented in one chapter directly address the limitations unearthed when exploring the demonstrative applications presented in the previous chapter. Chapter 7 then concludes our presentation of technical contributions with a study that examines how developers use Grossman and Balakrishnan’s Bubble Cursor is an important target-aware pointing technique [28], but is difficult to deploy because existing toolkits do not support it. These are screenshots of a Bubble Cursor implemented using Prefab, highlighting the nearest target in a Firefox settings dialog on Macintosh OS X and in a YouTube movie player.

Baudisch et al.’s Phosphor uses afterglows to illustrate interface changes [6]. This screenshot of our implementation of Phosphor shows a recently unchecked checkbox and a recently manipulated slider in an iTunes settings dialog on an Apple Macintosh.

Terry and Mynatt show that Side Views parameter spectrums can support effective exploration of multi-parameter spaces [67]. We use Prefab to create a parameter spectrum for an Adobe Photoshop filter running on Microsoft Windows. We populate the spectrum by using Prefab to automatically interpret the interface of Photoshop’s filter dialog.

![Prefab reverse engineers raw pixels to recover the structure of graphical user interfaces. Because Prefab is agnostic of an application’s underlying implementation, it enables advanced behaviors across a wide variety of applications and toolkits. All of these demonstrations are discussed in greater detail in this dissertation and in our associated videos.](image-url)

**1.2 Chapter Overview**

Prefab is a powerful tool that enables the modification of existing applications without compliance from the original developers. With it we were able to re-implement a variety of interaction techniques proposed in the human computer interaction literature that were previously impossible to implement in practice. We examined these techniques in real applications for the first time, and uncovered important insights about their design. This dissertation therefore presents two major classes of contributions: (1) new technical methods that enable modification of existing applications, and (2) insight into the design of interaction techniques enabled by our methods.

Chapter 2 starts with an overview of related work. Our related work first discusses two specific classes of enhancements that were previously considered impossible to implement in practice, but Prefab enables their implementation across a wide variety of real-world interfaces. We then describe prior work on systems for modifying interfaces at runtime and prior pixel-based methods. Chapters 3 through 7 then present our contributions to pixel-based methods along with demonstrative applications, several of which are techniques from the HCI literature described in our related work. Chapters are organized to build upon each other, where the methods and insights presented in one chapter directly address the limitations unearthed when exploring the demonstrative applications presented in the previous chapter. Chapter 7 then concludes our presentation of technical contributions with a study that examines how developers use
Kelleher and Pausch present the use of stencils to provide tutorials directly within the context of an interface [44]. This is a screenshot of our pixel-based implementation of a tutorial for downloading résumé templates in Microsoft Office.

Findlater et al.‘s Ephemeral Adaptation improves targeting performance by reducing visual search while maintaining spatial consistency [23]. Likely targets appear as normal, but unlikely targets are initially missing and slowly fade in. This is a screenshot from our implementation of the technique in the context of a Skype settings dialog box running on Mac OS X.

Figure 1.2: We present a GUI translator that works solely from an interface’s pixels. Our translator identifies, interprets, and translates textual content while maintaining the same look and feel as the original application. Here is a portion of a Google Chrome Options dialog running in Microsoft Windows, translated from English into French.

Figure 1.3: We introduce new pixel-based methods to reverse engineer interface content and hierarchy in real time. These methods enable a new range of advanced behaviors that are agnostic of an application’s underlying implementation. All of these enhancements are implemented in the Prefab system and are discussed in greater detail later in this dissertation and our videos available at prefab.github.io.

our tools to implement a state-of-the-art enhancement. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the remaining limitations of our system and important opportunities for future work.

Chapter 3 presents Prefab’s methods for robustly identifying individual widgets from a library of prototypes, our representations of widget appearance. Specifically, the methods described in this chapter address three important challenges: 1) decomposing example images of widgets into prototypes, 2) matching the pixels stored in those prototypes against a captured image to identify widgets in real time, and 3) detecting lightweight transitions in a widget’s appearance between frames. We validate Chapter 3’s methods through a range of demonstrative applications.

Figure 1.3 presents several of these examples, and our videos available at prefab.github.io present them running in real-time. These examples are embedded in a variety of applications implemented using different toolkits running on different platforms. All are implemented entirely based upon reverse engineering pixels, without knowledge of the application’s underlying toolkit or implementation details.

Chapter 4 adds the ability to model interface content and hierarchy. We first introduce the use of hierarchy to characterize complex widgets that are composed of multiple elements. We then describe our content regions and how they can be used to recover less predictable interface elements, such as screen-rendered text. Finally we show how content and hierarchy can be combined to recover the
structure of an entire interface in real-time. Figure 1.3 illustrates several applications enabled by these methods. Importantly, these applications demonstrate our ability to distinguish between apparently identical widgets using our recovered hierarchy to compute unique path descriptors for each element.

In Chapter 5, we develop methods for implementing an interaction technique that functions across the entire desktop. We also report on the limitations of this general-purpose enhancement unearthed by examining the technique in the complexity of real-world interfaces. We therefore contribute important progress toward real-world deployment of interaction techniques like these and shed light on the gap between understanding techniques in controlled settings versus behavior with real-world interfaces. Our implementation functions across the desktop, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. The methods we develop can be applied to any modern desktop, and they can be extended to support other target-aware techniques. Specifically, we architect our enhancement to separate identification of interface elements from interpretation of how to target those elements. We implement identification using our methods from previous chapters. We implement interpretation by annotating interfaces with desired targeting behavior. We also develop interfaces for correcting errors in both levels, and we argue that social mechanisms for identification and interpretation are essential to deploying any general-purpose enhancement.

Chapter 6 presents novel methods for modeling widget state and style. We first describe state, our methods for monitoring and manipulating a widget’s behavior across frames via state machines. Many
potential enhancements require an understanding of how an interface changes across multiple frames (e.g., if a checkbox becomes checked, if a slider thumb has moved). More advanced enhancements also require manipulating the interface (e.g., sending click events to set a checkbox, dragging a slider). We then describe style, our methods for intelligently rendering new widgets based on Prefab’s library of prototypes. Capturing an interface’s style is important because many runtime modifications do not fully alter the appearance of an existing interface, but instead directly overlay new elements onto the interface. Therefore it is important that these enhancements are styled to preserve consistency with the existing interface. Chapter 6 also combines our methods for state and style in an implementation of Moscovich et al.’s Sliding Widgets, touch widgets activated by sliding a moveable element [47]. Our implementation dynamically overlays Sliding Widgets on mouse-based interface elements throughout Microsoft Windows 8. For example, Figure 1.5 and our associated video present screenshots of our implementation in a variety of popular interfaces (e.g., Microsoft Word 2013, Adobe Reader, Gmail in the Google Chrome Browser, and Windows Explorer).

In Chapter 7 we introduce a developer toolkit for pixel-based enhancements, focused on two areas of support. Prefab Layers helps developers write interpretation logic that can be composed, reused, and shared to manage the multi-faceted nature of pixel-based interpretation. Prefab Annotations supports robustly annotating interface elements with metadata needed to enable runtime enhancements. Chapters 3 through 6 present important pixel-based methods, but unfortunately these are brittle and difficult to use without additional structure. Together, Prefab Layers and Prefab Annotations help developers overcome subtle but critical dependencies between code and data. We validate our toolkit with (1) demonstrative applications and (2) a lab study that compares how developers build an enhancement using our toolkit versus state-of-the art methods. Our toolkit addresses core challenges faced by developers when building pixel-based enhancements, potentially opening up pixel-based systems to broader adoption.

Finally, Chapter 8 discusses important remaining challenges in pixel-based reverse engineering and describes opportunities for future research. Specifically we (1) describe opportunities for combining pixel-based methods with other strategies for runtime modification, (2) discuss possibilities for more efficient strategies for reverse engineering, and (3) envision community-driven authoring tools that democratize the design and implementation of interfaces. This dissertation represents an important first step towards this future, enabling a practical approach to adding advanced behaviors to new and existing interfaces independent of their underlying interface toolkits.
In this chapter, we review related work involving pixel-based reverse engineering. This chapter is divided into five sections:

• In section 2.1, we overview two important classes of applications enabled by Prefab: target-aware pointing and device diversity. Target-aware pointing techniques are designed to improve the fundamental task of pointing and clicking by leveraging knowledge of the sizes and locations of clickable targets in an interface. Device diversity enhancements are designed to reduce the burden of developing multiple interfaces for different devices. Many of these techniques have been proposed in the literature, but have been considered difficult or impossible to build in practice. This section motivates and reviews these techniques, and later chapters describe how Prefab enables their implementation in real-world interfaces.

• In Section 2.2, we present traditional approaches to modifying existing interfaces at runtime. These include methods that inspect the accessibility API, toolkit injection systems, and web-based systems. Most runtime modification tools rely heavily on the underlying implementation of interfaces. On the other hand, pixel-based methods are independent of the underlying toolkit implementation. This section describes the tradeoffs between these approaches.

• Section 2.3 describes pixel-based methods developed around the same time or after Prefab. These methods differ from Prefab in two important ways. First, many of these methods are tailored to specific applications. In contrast, Prefab’s general-purpose methods are designed to support a wide variety of enhancements. Second, many of these applications do not focus on the real-time modification of interfaces and therefore make important performance tradeoffs. This section discusses these tradeoffs and how the constraint for real-time performance informed the design of our system.

• Section 2.4 describes prior hybrid systems that combine pixel-based methods with other traditional approaches. These include methods that augment the accessibility API with structure recovered from pixel analysis.

• Finally, Section 2.5 describes some related systems that make use of input and output redirection. These systems further motivate our design decisions aimed to enabled real-time performance, because these decisions simultaneously result in models of widgets that can be used to render more sophisticated enhancements.
2.1 Enabled Interaction Techniques

Current interface tools have made it difficult or impossible to implement a variety of compelling applications, including accessibility enhancements, interface mashups, interface debugging software, automation tools, in-context tutorials, collaboration software, improved interaction on mobile devices, and localization improvements. We validate the methods proposed in this dissertation by implementing a broad variety of these applications in the context of real-world interfaces. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 also provide deeper examinations of two classes of enhancements, target-aware pointing and sliding widgets. This section therefore provides an overview of these techniques that were proposed in the HCI literature.

Target-Aware Pointing

Target-aware pointing is a family of techniques that can improve the fundamental task of pointing and clicking. The defining property of a target-aware pointing technique is that it requires knowledge of the size and locations of targets in an interface. Leveraging this knowledge, target-aware pointing techniques can significantly outperform other pointing facilitation techniques and they ultimately have great potential to improve the efficiency of interaction. As a result, over 20 years of research has explored a wide variety of target-aware pointing techniques that range from general-purpose cursors designed to run across the desktop, to techniques optimized for specific contexts or users. For example, researchers have explored techniques designed to improve accessibility for people with motor impairments and also to improve interaction on touchscreens.

The most efficient target-aware pointing technique to date is Grossman and Balakrishnan’s Bubble Cursor [28], an area cursor that dynamically expands to always capture the nearest target. Figure 2.1 shows two abstract visualizations that were presented in the original Bubble Cursor paper. The green circles represent clickable targets in an interface, the gray circle represents the dynamically resizing Bubble Cursor, and the dotted lines to the right visualize the Voronoi space that defines the effective size of each target.

![Figure 2.1: Grossman and Balakrishnan’s Bubble Cursor expands to ensure that the nearest target is selected [28]. This figure from their original paper shows the cursor in gray, targets in green, and the Voronoi space that defines effective size of each target.](image-url)
of each target. The technique also supports targeting in dense layouts, which is a fundamental limitation of standard area cursors [42]. Because of this advantage, the cursor has been shown to significantly outperform the standard point cursor by 16%.

The Bubble Cursor is designed for average users, but other research has explored alternative enhanced area cursors specifically optimized for people with motor impairments. For example, Findlater et al. explores a breadth of enhanced area cursors, each optimized for different abilities such as cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, and Parkinson’s [22]. The advantage of each technique results from employing a different strategy for acquiring targets. For example, the Visual-Motor-Magnifier increases both motor and visual space by first resizing targets and then applying the Bubble Cursor technique. In comparison to the Bubble Cursor, these techniques can have a much larger improvements of over 50% for people with motor impairments.

Researchers have also explored a variety of techniques beyond area cursors. One of the earliest examples is Worden et al.’s Sticky Icons [73], a technique designed for elderly people. Specifically, the technique dynamically adjusts the mouse’s control-display gain to reduce the effects of jittery hand movements (i.e. the cursor’s speed decreases when moving over a target, creating a “sticky” effect). Other similar techniques include gravity wells [39], force fields [1], semantic pointing [8], bubble targets [15], object pointing [30], and drag-and-pop or drag-and-pick [5]. Similar to the enhanced area cursors, each of these techniques offers different strengths that could benefit users with specific abilities or contexts.

Unfortunately, despite the promise of these techniques, few have been deployed or evaluated in real-world interfaces. This is primarily because most existing applications do not expose the sizes and locations of their clickable targets. This chapter’s section on runtime modification describes frameworks that attempt to expose the underlying interface elements of an existing application (e.g., the accessibility API). But these frameworks are notoriously incomplete and difficult to correct. Developers who want to implement a target-aware pointing technique are therefore faced with re-implementing an entire application from scratch. As a result, most target-aware techniques have been limited to abstract targets in isolated test beds. We therefore have little understanding of how these techniques behave in real-world interfaces, and the potential of these techniques have largely been unrealized.

The difficulty of deploying target-aware techniques has motivated developers to explore target-agnostic techniques, which aim to improve pointing without knowledge of targets. We are aware of only four such techniques: conventional pointer acceleration (cf., [10]), PointAssist [33], the Angle Mouse [72], and the Pointing Magnifier [40]. In addition, Hurst et al.’s use of click history to approximate gravity wells can be
considered a target-agnostic technique [37]. Despite the ingenuity of these techniques, they are inherently limited by their ability to consider only mouse kinematics and clicks. Unfortunately no target-agnostic technique has demonstrated performance superior to the best target-aware techniques.

My dissertation provides a foundation for the future deployment of target-aware techniques. Chapter 3 to Chapter 5 present a variety of target-aware pointing techniques including our general-purpose implementation of the Bubble Cursor that operates across the entire Microsoft Windows desktop. Chapter 5 also reports on limitations of the techniques unearthed by examining the Bubble Cursor in the complexity of real-world interfaces. We therefore contribute important progress toward real-world deployment of an important family of techniques and shed light on the gap between understanding techniques in controlled settings versus behavior with real-world interfaces.

Device Diversity
In roughly ten years, we have seen the emergence of smartphones, tablets, a range of smart appliances, netbooks, wall-sized displays, interactive televisions, advanced game consoles, smart watches, and many new health and fitness devices. Unfortunately this growing device diversity poses a serious challenge for developers because each of these devices requires a unique interface tailored to its particular input and output modalities. Developers are therefore faced with manually implementing interfaces for each of these devices, which can result in a combinatorial explosion of code.

The challenge of supporting device diversity is magnified in the emerging class of hybrid devices that support both touch and mouse input, such as the Microsoft Surface tablet and the Lenovo Yoga. Because hybrid devices require multiple interfaces for a single device, developers either: (1) provide standard mouse-based interfaces with small and densely arranged targets, or (2) manually implement an entire alternate interface optimized for touch. Developers often abandon the latter due to its difficulty, and leave most interfaces optimized for mouse-based interactions. As a result many applications are completely unusable with the touchscreen, which completely negates the benefits of the hybrid design.

Researchers have therefore explored a variety of approaches to address device diversity, ranging from lightweight interaction techniques that improve input on legacy interfaces to fully automatic generation of new interfaces. Most of the former explores interaction techniques with a focus on the fat finger problem, the ambiguity caused when a finger touches multiple targets. For example, Vogel and Baudisch’s Shift technique enables fine cursor adjustment with a finger by creating a callout that shows a copy of the occluded screen area and placing it in a non-occluded location [68]. Shift is similar to the fundamental text manipulation technique on every Apple iOS device, demonstrating the potential impact of such
techniques. Other promising techniques that were more specifically designed for interaction with legacy devices include Pointing by Zooming, Rubbing, back-of-the-device interaction, and even see-through devices [2,4,7,0,1].

Although these interaction techniques offer great potential, many of them remain difficult to evaluate and deploy in the context of real interfaces due to the challenges in modifying existing interfaces at runtime. Researchers have therefore investigated automated approaches to generating entirely new interfaces from scratch. For example, Gajos et al.’s SUPPLE automatically generates new interfaces from abstract models based on properties of the device and abilities of its users [26,27]. Unfortunately these models are difficult to author because they preclude direct manipulation of interface appearance, which restrict control from the designer and results in less predictable interface layouts. These models would also require existing interfaces to be completely re-implemented using these tools, which would be difficult and expensive. Chapter 8 describes some opportunities for future research that combines our pixel-based models with SUPPLE’s abstract models to automatically retarget existing interfaces.

My dissertation addresses the limitations of both real-world implementation of interaction techniques and automatic interface generation. For example, Chapter 6 explores a real-world implementation of an interaction technique designed to improve hybrid devices. Specifically, we implement Moscovich et al.’s sliding widgets, touch widgets activated by sliding a moveable element [47]. Our implementation dynamically overlays sliding widgets on mouse-based interface elements throughout Microsoft Windows. For example, Figure 1.4 and videos on our website present our implementation in a variety of popular interfaces. We replace elements in the applications using various types of sliding widgets, including sliding buttons, sliding spinners, sliding toggles, and sliding dropdown menus. This implementation can drastically lower the barrier to designing interfaces for hybrid devices because developers implement a single mouse-based interface for each application, which is then transformed to support sliding interactions when the user switches to touch input.

Our implementation of sliding widgets is the most advanced pixel-based enhancement to date, and it serves as an important step towards fully automatic interface generation. For example, Chapter 6’s methods for recovering widget state machine models could aid in the recovery of abstract SUPPLE models from existing interfaces. Automatic recovery of abstract models could eliminate the need for developers to manually author the models by hand, and circumvent the re-implementation of legacy applications. Automatic recovery could also empower designers rather than restricting them. For example, designers could create example interface layouts using their preferred direct manipulation authoring tools, and then abstract models extracted from these examples could be used to generate alternate candidate
designs tailored for different devices. Prior research has suggested that the presentation of many example interfaces in parallel can dramatically expedite the iterative design process [32], and so we believe this approach could radically transform how designers create new interfaces. Sophisticated applications like these directly motivate this dissertation. Throughout this document we provide methods that serve as important building blocks, and Chapter 8 discusses some of the remaining steps towards such a future.

2.2 Traditional Approaches to Runtime Modification

The problems of rigidity and fragmentation of interface toolkits have been known for decades. Researchers have therefore explored a variety of approaches to modifying existing interfaces, rather than requiring developers to rebuild entire interfaces from scratch. As a result, innovations in runtime modification have enabled a range of applications, including interface mash-ups, accessibility enhancements, in-context help for complex interfaces, automatically generated interface tutorials, and automation of repetitious interactions. This section discusses the strengths and limitations of prior work in runtime modification as motivation for pixel-based methods, which are discussed in the following section.

Edwards et al. [21] and Olsen et al. [53] present some of the most classic work on runtime modification [21]. Specifically they modify existing interfaces by replacing the toolkit drawing object and intercepting commands (e.g., draw_string). They use this to update old interfaces with new functionality, such as search and bookmark widgets. Other classic work explores one of the first accessibility systems ever implemented. Specifically Mynatt et al. explores a screen reader system that exposes widgets in the X Windows system and maps those widgets to an audio-based representation [49].

The demand for accessibility enhancements ultimately led to the development of the accessibility API. The accessibility API is specifically designed to expose the locations and content of existing interface elements for accessibility enhancements, such as screen readers or magnifiers, but researchers have also explored alternative and more advanced uses of the accessibility API. For example, Stuerzlinger et al.’s UI Façades system recovers the locations of widgets using the X Windows System’s accessibility support in order to support a broad range of enhancements [64]. These enhancements include duplicating widgets for improved control from secondary displays, replacing widgets with simplified controls, and overlaying zooming interaction techniques for efficient image manipulation within existing applications.

More recent examples of runtime modification take a similar approach as Edwards et al. and Olsen et al., but leverage toolkit injection techniques to intercept and replace commands. For example, the Scotty system leverages hooks exposed in Appple’s Cocoa Toolkit in order to dynamically load code into program space [20]. The WADE system explores a similar toolkit injection strategy to capture widgets
from the Microsoft .NET toolkit [46]. Specifically, WADE enables modification of .NET applications with a WYSIWYG authoring environment where developers can add, remove, and modify existing widgets.

In contrast to toolkit injection and accessibility API techniques, other work leverages the open nature of a website’s Document Object Model (DOM) to access and modify existing interfaces. For example, Fujima et al.’s Clip, Connect, Clone system inspects a webpage’s DOM to support three specific customizations: (1) issuing multiple repetitive submissions to the same form, (2) piping results from one application to the input of another, and (3) comparing and choosing amongst the results from multiple requests [24]. Another example of webpage modification is Nichols et al.’s Highlight system [50,51]. Highlight provides an authoring tool tailored for automating repetitive operations, integrating multiple websites, and transforming a site’s appearance.

Researchers have also explored more general programming languages to support a broader range of webpage modifications. For example, Bolin et al. present ChickenFoot, an end-user programming system implemented in the browser to support automation and customization of existing web pages [9]. Specifically, ChickenFoot identifies DOM elements by matching patterns generated from keywords provided by the programmer. Programmers can then manipulate the identified elements to automate interactions with the webpage or customize aspects of the page.

ChickenFoot enables individual end-users to modify existing webpages, but there has also been work to support collaborative authoring and sharing of scripts for webpage modification. Specifically, Hartmann et al.’s d.mix provides a tool for creating web mash-ups that automatically generates the underlying service calls that yield the requested page elements to be modified or copied [31]. Importantly, their tool includes a wiki-based hosting environment so the scripts can be shared, modified. These scripts also serve as examples that can be modified to enable rapid experimentation of ideas. Example d.mix applications include rewriting content for mobile devices, ubiquitous computing services for monitoring and lighting control, and automatically extracting web content into a user’s calendar.

Unfortunately, all of these runtime enhancements require implementation particular to the underlying toolkit. This dependency poses two important limitations. First, toolkits are frequently incomplete because application developers fail to properly implement the API. For example, Hurst et al. found 25% of widgets are completely missing from the accessibility API [36]. Similar problems with incompleteness manifest on the web when developers implement custom controls (e.g. a video player and its controls, or a custom slider implemented with DIV elements). The severity of this problem is magnified by the fact that most toolkits can be corrected only by an application’s original developer (or somebody else with the
underlying source code). The second problem is that the fragmentation of interface toolkits makes it difficult or impossible to implement general-purpose enhancements (e.g., a cursor that runs across the entire desktop). People typically use a variety of applications implemented with several toolkits, so a general-purpose enhancement would require custom methods tailored to each.

### 2.3 Pixel-Based Methods

In contrast to the runtime modification approaches described in the previous section, pixel-based methods do not require cooperation or additional effort from the developers of the original interface and also circumvent fragmentation of interfaces and toolkits. Leveraging these advantages, researchers have explored a variety of pixel-based approaches to recovering and modifying the structure of an interface. This section discusses and compares the pixel-based systems introduced prior to or around the same time as Prefab, as well as the many pixel-based methods introduced subsequently to our work.

**General-Purpose Methods**

Pixel-based methods were initially proposed to support research in interface agents and programming by example. One of the earliest examples is the Triggers system by Potter [58], which supports the automation of interfaces based on examples of screen changes. Unfortunately, Potter reports that the visual analysis of Triggers is limited to black and white displays and requires roughly 3.5 seconds to identify the occurrence of a single example image pattern. These original methods demonstrate the initial promise of pixel-based analysis of interfaces, but are clearly insufficient for real-time applications.

Moving beyond Potter’s original methods, Zettlemoyer et al. examined pixel-based identification of widgets for their IBOTs and VisMap systems [76,77], and St. Amant et al. provided similar explorations of programming-by-example in SegMan [62,63]. First, the IBOTs work explores interface agents that interpret pixels to automate software logging. Second, VisMap demonstrates more extensive manipulation of existing graphical interfaces with an autonomous solitaire-playing agent and a user-controlled visual scripting program. Finally, SegMan built upon these methods to recover cognitive models to explain and evaluate existing interfaces. Unfortunately, these methods require code-based descriptions of the appearance of widgets, making the development of applications tedious and error-prone. For example, Zettlemoyer et al. report that 40% of VisMap code is specific to the particular Microsoft Windows widgets it recognized. SegMan also found their performance insufficient for interactive applications.

More recently, Yeh et al. developed Sikuli, a scripting language that supports image-based interface search and automation [74]. The authors demonstrate a variety of tasks programmed using Sikuli, ranging from the automation of repetitive tasks, to macros for closing pop-ups. The authors also use Sikuli’s
programming tools to implement a general-purpose contextual help enhancement [75] and a sophisticated UI testing framework [12]. Sikuli uses computer vision methods (template matching and voting based on invariant local features), which are some of the most advanced pixel-based methods used today. Unfortunately, Yeh et al. report that their methods require 200msec to identify all occurrences of a single target in an image of a desktop. In contrast, recall that Prefab must identify many elements many times per second. This contrast highlights an important performance tradeoff that we consider in our exploration of Prefab. Off-the-shelf computer vision techniques like template matching are designed to identify occurrences of objects invariant to lighting effects and object orientation, so they typically sacrifice precision and speed for high recall. Instead we explore methods that rely on exact-matching of raw pixel values because they offer high precision and fast performance. This approach satisfies our goals for real-time modification because it requires minimal computation, and it can be extremely precise due to the fact that interfaces are procedurally rendered.

Beyond speed improvements, another critical difference between Prefab and the methods presented above is that we provide extensible models that can accurately identify a wide range of interface elements. Specifically, our methods are informed by the extensible ways in which existing toolkits render widgets. These toolkit methods are described in early work by Hudson and Smith [34] and subsequently Hudson and Tanaka [35]. Hudson and Smith first propose toolkit support for separating interface style from content, drawing an analogy to painting the same text with different fonts. This separation allows designers to develop styles at least partially independent of the specific user interface components, similar to how modern CSS styles are implemented independent of HTML content.

Hudson and Tanaka build upon this approach, developing methods for painting highly stylized widgets. Their methods include an eight-part border based in painting fixed corners and variable edges, analogous to the eight-part model we discuss in the next chapter. Prefab turns these approaches to painting widgets on their heads, separating recognition of interface content (described by Prefab models) from style (described by Prefab prototypes). Prefab is simultaneously informed by the workings of user interface toolkits and independent of a toolkit’s implementation: our eight-part model can characterize many widgets regardless of whether they were painted using Hudson and Tanaka’s eight-part method.

**Application-Specific Methods**

The pixel-based methods above were designed as general-purpose tools, but other research has explored application-specific methods. For example, one of the earliest pixel-based applications is Olsen et al.’s ScreenCrayons, which supports annotation of documents and visual information in any application [54]. This work builds upon the universality of pixels, allowing users to overlay handwritten notes on top of
any application, but does not interpret the pixels of those images. Other examples include more advanced pixel-based analysis, ranging from off-the-shelf computer vision techniques to highly domain-specific methods tailored to the needs of the specific application.

Several examples explore contextual and video-based tutorials. For example, Banovic et al.’s Waken system interprets and augments captured video tutorials of existing interfaces [3]. Specifically, they examine changes in pixel-values between frames to identify cursor movements and widgets. Their system also extracts templates of elements based on these changes for improved performance. Pongnumkull et al. similarly explore video tutorials, but use pixel-analysis to link the tutorials with running instances of their corresponding applications [57]. The authors of this work report that their methods are similar to those presented in Sikuli, and focus more on problems relevant to working with video tutorials. As such, the methods in both of these applications are tailored for offline analysis of previously-captured video footage and are insufficient for real-time modification.

Similar to video-based tutorials, researchers have explored video-based tools for capturing and navigating document workflow histories [29]. The Chronicle system captures and links video footage of an application in use with the user’s content, and then provides navigation tools for revisiting this history. Users can indicate specific content of interest, and see the workflows, tools, and settings needed to reproduce the associated results, or to better understand how the content was created. The pixel-based methods used by Chronicle are primarily focused on linking captured screenshots with application content and interaction events. The authors therefore modify an open-source application in order to obtain the content and intercept the interaction events, leaving relatively straightforward pixel analysis.

In addition to applications that analyze video footage, researchers have also explored new window managers that leverage pixel-based analysis. Specifically, Waldner et al. explore importance driven window compositing, which identifies and exposes salient regions of pixels in existing windows [69]. Their system combines existing techniques for measuring visual saliency with compositing techniques to expose important content of the desktop that would otherwise be occluded by other windows.

2.4 Hybrid Methods
The strengths and limitations of pixel-based methods versus toolkit introspection motivate hybrid strategies that combine the two approaches. We are aware of only two hybrid systems. First, Chang et al. explore several synergies in PAX [11]. Specifically they use pixel-level analyses in combination with the accessibility API to locate screen-rendered text, then use Sikuli to find elements in portions of the screen where the accessibility API’s representation is incomplete [11]. Second, Hurst et al. use several
pixel-based techniques to improve the accessibility API’s detection of target boundaries [36]. Importantly, this dissertation focuses solely on pixel-based methods because the capabilities of any hybrid approach will ultimately depend on the strength of its individual components. Our current work also focuses on pixel-based methods because they can be used to obtain an entire DOM-like structure without cooperation of an underlying application, and future work could extend these to hybrid approaches if needed for more complex or niche interfaces. Finally, these two existing hybrid systems improve the completeness of the accessibility API, but we believe future hybrid systems could also work in the opposite direction to improve aspects pixel-based methods. Chapter 8 discusses potential approaches like this, and offers steps forward for exploring hybrid systems in future work.

2.5 Input and Output Redirection

The main contributions of this dissertation center around pixel-based interpretation. However, Chapter 1 describes how Prefab modifies the apparent behavior of existing interfaces via input and output redirection. To the best of our knowledge we are the first real-time system to combine pixel-based analysis with input and output redirection. In general, most runtime modification systems have not explored sophisticated input and output redirection because they depend heavily on the capabilities of the underlying pixel-based methods.

One extreme example of a system that redirects the output of an application is Tan et al.’s WinCuts, which does not perform any analysis on the application’s pixels [66]. Specifically, WinCuts allows subdivision of windows into smaller regions by redirecting their pixels. The authors use this technique to render snippets of applications for cross-device interaction, to enable collaborative presentations with shared screen content, and to organize content on displays with limited screen space.

The most similar use of IO redirection to Prefab is probably Stuerzlinger et al.’s UI Façades [64], which uses hooks exposed by the X Window server and the accessibility API to copy and paste screen regions, send input events to existing applications, and even replace widgets from existing interfaces. However, these methods are fundamentally limited to enhancements that do not require an understanding of an existing application’s appearance. For example, the accessibility API exposes widget models, but not necessarily their on-screen view (e.g., the pixel coordinates of a slider's thumb are intentionally encapsulated). These methods are therefore incapable of implementing our phosphor enhancement shown in Figure 1.2 and our sliding widgets enhancement shown in Figure 1.4, because these use Prefab’s reverse engineering models to render new widgets stylized to match the underlying interface.
Similar to UI Façades, few pixel-based systems have explored sophisticated output redirection techniques. One of the most sophisticated example is Banovic et al.’s intelligent rendering of dropdown menus using reverse engineered structure in Waken [3]. Specifically the authors add the ability to interactively expand and collapse top-level menu contents in existing video tutorials. However, this functionality is limited to tool tips and menus that are recoverable by the particular frame-differencing technique used for widget identification in their enhancement. In contrast we present generalized methods for rendering a wide variety of widgets in a range of styles. We also explore ways to remove content from widgets and expand widgets in order to add additional content.

Chapter 3 presents our initial work that intelligently renders Phosphor widgets, Chapter 4 demonstrates how Prefab can be used to replace widget content and expand widgets, and then Chapter 6 presents our generalized methods for capturing widget style and rendering new widgets. These methods further motivate our decision to explore alternative approaches to off-the-shelf computer vision techniques and other statistical approaches. For example Waken and Sikuli rely on fuzzy matching to identify elements and as a result they cannot render new interface elements based on their models, whereas our methods for rendering new widgets directly stem from our modeling of a widget’s exact pixels.

The favoring of exact and deterministic over stochastic and forgiving methods is a major theme of this dissertation. In each chapter we make major design decisions based on this principle. While this introduces important tradeoffs, our methods enable the most sophisticated real-time modifications of existing graphical interfaces. Our methods are also general and can be used to interpret a wide variety of enhancements implemented in a range of toolkits.
Two fundamental challenges in pixel-based methods are (1) efficiently and reliably identifying interface elements from captured screenshots and (2) using the reverse engineered structure to implement advanced behaviors like those in Figure 1. This chapter first introduces each of Prefab’s major components and describes their relationships. We then provide an overview of these components, as well as two Prefab models that we use as examples throughout the chapter. Next we describe the main portion of our technical content, including how Prefab uses a library of prototypes to reverse engineer a graphical interface. We then validate Prefab’s core methods in three example applications. Finally, we discuss the methods presented in this chapter, their limitations, and opportunities that will be addressed in the following chapters and in future work.

The specific contributions of this chapter are:

1. Real-time methods for pixel-based reverse engineering of interface structure. Informed by how user interface toolkits paint interfaces, these methods feature a separation of the modeling of widget layout from the recognition of widget appearance.

2. Initial methods supporting the creation of Prefab prototype libraries, including a branch-and-bound method for fitting prototype parameters according to positive and negative examples of occurrences.

3. Validation of these methods through an exploration and discussion of three demonstrative enhancements implemented in the context of real interfaces.

4. A discussion of these core methods, their limitations, and opportunities for future work.
3.1 Real-Time Identification Methods

The major components of Prefab’s architecture are: *models, prototypes, parts, constraints, and transitions*. This section briefly introduces each component so that future sections can provide a detailed discussion of their usage and relationships.

A *model* consists of a set of abstract *parts* and a set of concrete *constraints* regarding those *parts*. For example, a typical *model* might include several *constraints* requiring that particular *parts* are adjacent. The *parts* of a *model* are abstract, and so a *model* does not describe any particular widget or set of widgets. Instead, a *model* describes a pattern for composing a set of *parts* to create a widget.

*Parts* can be either *features* or *regions*. A *feature* stores an exact patch of pixels (i.e., exact colors in a spatial arrangement of an exact size). Every *model* includes at least one *feature*, as will be important when we discuss how Prefab identifies elements in a particular interface. A *region* stores a procedural definition of a method for generating a set of pixels in an area of variable size (e.g., painting a repeating pattern, painting a gradient). Because the same *parts* can be arranged in many different ways, they alone do not describe any particular widget or set of widgets.

A *prototype* parameterizes a *model* with concrete *parts*, characterizing both the appearance of a set of *parts* and applicable *constraints* upon the relationships of those parts. A *prototype* therefore describes the appearance of a particular widget or set of widgets (e.g., the Mozilla Firefox Home toolbar button, all Microsoft Windows Steel buttons). Prefab is implemented as a library of *prototypes*, together with methods for effectively applying those prototypes to identify *occurrences* of widgets.

Prefab separates widget layout from its appearance (i.e., the abstract *parts* of a *model* are specified to create a *prototype*). This separation is critical to Prefab and is informed by how toolkits paint widgets. For example, toolkits often use a pre-specified layout to support widgets with content of varying sizes. A common case is painting a border of the required size and then the content of the widget within that border (e.g., centering a label or an icon within a button, displaying the current value of an editable text field). Similarly, a slider widget fundamentally consists of a trough and a thumb, though different toolkits may paint these elements with different appearances. Prefab separates such general insight about how widgets are drawn from details of the appearance of individual widgets (e.g., the stroke used to paint a border, the shape of a slider’s thumb). For example, a *model* of eight *parts* creating a rectangular border is capable of describing a wide variety of widgets.
Prefab’s final major component is a transition. Although many potential applications of Prefab can be based on reverse engineering a single frame or state of an interface, many others require interpreting the contents of an interface across multiple frames or states. A Prefab transition is defined as a pair of prototypes and a set of constraints that specify when the transition is allowable. When an occurrence of the first prototype is observed, Prefab begins tracking the transition. If an occurrence of the second prototype is observed that is compatible with the specified constraints, the transition is fired.

### 3.2 Two Example Models

The next two sections discuss the use and creation of a library of Prefab prototypes, consistently using two example models: a one-part model and an eight-part model. Prefab is an extensible system designed to support the addition of models that capture new classes of widgets. These two models were therefore selected to provide insight into extension by illustrating a range of complexity in our current models.

The one-part model is our simplest model, consisting of only a single feature. A one-part prototype specifies a single exact patch of pixels, and Prefab identifies occurrences whenever it observes those exact pixels. This model might appear to be a strawman, but our experience suggests that it can be quite effective at supporting widgets for which there is not yet a more specialized model. The obvious limitation of the one-part model is that it does not generalize across families of widgets.

The eight-part model is illustrated in Figure 3.1 with its parts parameterized by the appearance of the Microsoft Windows Vista Steel button. Features define the corners, each edge is defined by a region, and constraints require the parts form a rectangle. This prototype’s edges are a single repeating pixel, but other region types are possible (e.g., a repeating sequence, a repeating multi-row pattern, a gradient). This
model is designed to describe a wide range of widgets that render a rectangular border (e.g., buttons, containers, menus, tooltips, and entire windows).

3.3 Identifying Interface Elements

Our goal is to identify all occurrences of widgets from our prototype library in an image of an interface. To support real-time interactive enhancements of interfaces, we want to do this many times per second. Because the graphical desktop is not a physical scene, and because we need to identify many widgets many times per second, prior techniques are a poor fit for our problem. For example, Yeh et al.’s recently developed Sikuli system uses a combination of template matching and voting based on invariant local features, and it requires a reported 200msec to identify all occurrences of a single target [74]. Because we need to more quickly identify all occurrences of many widgets, we develop an approach tailored to the recognition of widgets in images of graphical interfaces.

Prefab first conducts a single pass over an image to identify all occurrences of features from the prototype library. Based on the detected features, models generate hypotheses regarding potential occurrences. Actual occurrences are detected by filtering these according to the constraints of the relevant model, including checking the validity of pixels in any of the prototype’s region parts. We can also use the identified occurrences to monitor transitions between multiple frames. After identifying occurrences of prototypes in the current image, Prefab determines whether any relevant transitions have occurred and updates its set of transitions that are potentially in progress. For the sake of clarity, this section presents each step in its simplest form, using our one-part and eight-part models as examples. In our later discussion, we note several aspects of the process presented here that can be optimized for performance.

Locating Features

When a prototype library is created, Prefab chooses a hotspot within the patch of pixels defining each feature in the library. Prefab constructs a decision tree for determining whether a pixel in an image of an interface is the hotspot of any feature in the library, as in Figure 3.2. Each internal node specifies an offset relative to the hotspot, each edge corresponds to the color at that offset, and each leaf corresponds to a feature. Traversing the tree to a leaf tests every pixel in a feature (e.g., the leftmost path in Figure 3.2 tests the dark grey pixel, then the blue pixel, then the light grey, and finally the yellow pixel). Some offsets are not relevant to some features, so they will be ignored at the current step of the traversal. If an internal node lacks an edge corresponding to the color at the specified offset, then traversal ends and the pixel to which the tree is currently being applied is not the hotspot of any feature. This decision tree is stored in the library and evaluated against images of interfaces to locate features at runtime.
The decision tree can be constructed automatically from the library of prototypes in order to optimize performance. Our implementation currently organizes the tree to look for unusual pixels first. For example when choosing a hotspot for each feature in the prototype library, our implementation chooses a pixel of a color that is least common among all features in the prototype library. Specifically, it uses the distribution of colors in the features as a proxy for the distribution of colors in interfaces. These heuristics combine to minimize the tree depth and the length of typical partial traversals.

**Generating Hypotheses**

After identifying all feature occurrences, each Prefab model generates hypotheses of potential prototype occurrences. Importantly, the overwhelming majority of prototypes in the library have already been removed from consideration. Every model contains at least one feature, and Prefab has identified all occurrences of all features, so any prototype that includes features which have not been detected cannot appear in the current image.

Hypotheses for one-part prototypes are trivial to generate. Because the one-part model consists of a single feature, a single hypothesis for a one-part prototype is generated at each location in the image where that feature occurs.

A naïve but sufficient general method is for a model to enumerate all mappings between a prototype’s features and occurrences of those features in an image. For example, a model that contains $k$ features, each of which occurs $f$ times in a particular image, could generate $f^k$ unique hypotheses.
Prefab models can apply constraints to generate a much smaller set of hypotheses. For our eight-part model, its four features are constrained to a rectangle. The model therefore generates hypotheses by starting from each occurrence of a prototype’s top-left feature, checking to the right for the top-right feature, then down for the bottom-right feature, left for the bottom-left feature, and finally confirming the bottom-left feature is directly below the top-left feature.

![Diagram of three occurrences of the same eight-part prototype with identified features](image)

- **Three occurrences of the same eight-part prototype, with their total of 12 features identified.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hypothesis 1" /></td>
<td>The correct hypotheses are all detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hypothesis 2" /></td>
<td>This combination never generates a hypothesis. Its upper-right feature (bottom-right of the &quot;A&quot; occurrence) is not the prototype’s required type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hypothesis 3" /></td>
<td>This combination includes all four required features, but fails the model’s rectangle constraint and never generates a hypothesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hypothesis 4" /></td>
<td>This combination includes correct features in a valid layout, but the gap between buttons is inconsistent with the repeating edge region.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.3:** Based upon the features detected in an image of an interface, Prefab generates a set of prototype hypotheses and then identifies occurrences by testing those hypotheses against the pixels in the image of the interface.

Prefab models can apply constraints to generate a much smaller set of hypotheses. For our eight-part model, its four features are constrained to a rectangle. The model therefore generates hypotheses by starting from each occurrence of a prototype’s top-left feature, checking to the right for the top-right feature, then down for the bottom-right feature, left for the bottom-left feature, and finally confirming the bottom-left feature is directly below the top-left feature. Figure 3.3 illustrates several hypotheses considered by the Windows Steel prototype when it detects features of three adjacent buttons. The number of arrangements considered and the number of hypotheses generated are both far less than the naïve $f^4$. We have found it relatively easy to implement such methods for efficiently generating small sets of high-quality hypotheses, but more importantly we note that they are implemented in the model and therefore shared by many prototypes. Even if it were relatively difficult to implement an efficient method for generating good hypotheses in a particular model, we believe this effort would be justified if the model could then be applied to a large variety of prototypes.

**Detecting Prototype Occurrences**

After generating a set of hypotheses, actual occurrences are detected by filtering hypotheses according to the constraints of the relevant model, including checking the validity of pixels in any of the prototype’s regions. Hypotheses that pass these filters are reported to applications as prototype occurrences. For example, Figure 5 illustrates six hypotheses considered by the Windows Steel prototype when features were detected in three adjacent buttons.
Prefab’s models can use arbitrary code for constraints before or after region validation. In our current models, we have found the combination of constraints on feature arrangement during hypothesis generation and later validation of region pixels to be sufficient and effective. Prefab’s support of arbitrary logic for filtering hypotheses may prove useful in future extensions with additional models.

During region validation, models identify sets of pixels to be validated and delegate validation to the region object. In our eight-part model, for example, a hypothesis defines the locations of the four corner features. Based on these, the model defines four sets of pixels corresponding to the top, right, bottom, and left edges. It then delegates validation of each set of pixels to the region objects in the prototype being tested. For the Microsoft Windows Steel button prototype from Figure 3, the region validates the presence of the single repeating pixel along the edge. Different types of regions take their own approaches to validating pixels delegated to them by the model (e.g., a repeating sequence, a repeating multi-row pattern, a gradient). If the region rejects the pixels, the model rejects the current hypothesis.

**Monitoring Transitions**

Prefab applications can be based entirely upon identification of prototype occurrences, but we have found that many potential applications require observation of a transition from one prototype to another. We therefore added explicit support for observing such transitions with Prefab. Each transition is defined by a prototype whose occurrence initiates monitoring of the potential transition, a prototype whose occurrence indicates it may be appropriate to trigger the transition notification, and a set of constraints. These constraints include both support for arbitrary logic and pre-packaged versions of commonly used constraints, such as timeouts.

Prefab maintains a set of transitions that are potentially in progress. After determining which prototypes occur in the current frame (and reporting them to applications), Prefab checks for transitions that are potentially in progress and could be triggered by an occurrence in the current frame. These are given the option of triggering, subject to their constraints. All transitions in the set are then given the option to expire (separating triggering from expiration allows transitions that trigger and then expire, expire without triggering, or trigger multiple times before expiring). Finally, the current occurrences are examined for prototypes that could initiate a transition and those transitions are added to the set potentially in progress.

**3.4 Supporting Prefab Prototype Creation**

There are a range of approaches to developing libraries of prototypes required for Prefab applications. A researcher evaluating an interaction technique in a set of existing applications might create a prototype library for the widgets used in those applications. A practitioner or hobbyist who wants to use a Prefab
enhancement with their favorite application might create the necessary library and share it with other people who use that application. Communities might create and maintain large shared libraries, perhaps using wiki functionality like that developed for web mashups with d.Mix [31]. Explicit specification might be enhanced with automated learning of prototypes through passive observation of people using everyday interfaces. We are ultimately interested in all of these possibilities, but this initial work focuses on a core initial requirement of supporting effective creation of individual Prefab prototypes.

It is possible to manually specify the parameters of a model corresponding to a particular widget or family of widgets, but such a process is tedious and likely to introduce errors. We therefore develop methods for the lightweight interactive specification of Prefab prototypes based on positive and negative examples corresponding to widgets that a prototype should or should not identify. The goal is not necessarily complete automation of example-based prototype creation, as we do not believe this is necessary for supporting the effective creation of prototype libraries. Instead, we believe it is sufficient to reduce the effort to a level that it is easy for a person to create a prototype that can be more broadly re-used. For example, a person might click on widget in an image of an interface and then choose from a small sorted list of prototypes (e.g., choosing the prototype that indicates their click was on a slider).

This section discusses lightweight example extraction and our posing of the parameter search problem. Example extraction is described first to illustrate how it is possible to expedite the collection of example images. We then describe how we use branch-and-bound search to recover the optimal prototypes based on these example images [60]. Our search algorithm typically parameterizes a prototype in less than one second. Together these methods can be used to populate a prototype library without any programming or tedious pixel-level manipulations.

**Example Extraction**

Most example widgets can be quickly extracted from an image of an interface with one or two clicks. Widgets are designed to be easily visible against their background, and so they typically include well-defined edges. A person using our prototype authoring tool captures one or more images of an interface and then provides one or more clicks in the interior of a widget. Allowing multiple clicks accounts for the case where a widget contains multiple apparently disjoint pieces. Prefab then identifies a set of increasingly large rectangles that contain these clicks. Specifically we look for potential boundaries around the click where the gradient exceeds a threshold (the zero threshold defining rectangles where all pixels are the same color). For a particular threshold, all such rectangles can be found in a simple greedy search that is at worst linear in the number of pixels in the image. A simple extension allows finding all unique rectangles for all thresholds in much less than the product of thresholds by pixels. We find all such
rectangles and prioritize the smallest. We then present a sorted list to the person using the authoring tool. For all prototypes we have created, this generates the correct example extraction within the top handful of results. However, we note that tools for arbitrary pixel selection could be provided if a situation were found where these heuristics fail to identify the correct segmentation.

While a person is creating a prototype, our authoring tool applies that prototype to images currently loaded in the tool and displays any detected occurrences. This is helpful for seeing if a prototype is effective, and also eases specification of negative examples. Negative examples are used to correct over-generalization, where the prototype results in false detections. We have rarely encountered situations that require a negative example. One situation arose when recovering a prototype for the custom widgets in the YouTube movie player in Figure 1.1. These are painted such that they share vertical edges (i.e., the pixel defining the right edge of one widget also defines the left edge of the adjacent widget). This led Prefab to over-generalize by interpreting each group of $k$ adjacent occurrences as an occurrence. Marking any one of these as a negative example corrects the prototype by prompting Prefab to base the prototype on the combination of the single-pixel edge and the adjacent interior pixel color.

**Model Parameters and Prototype Definitions**

Each model exposes a set of parameters, possible values, and constraints on allowable combinations. For example, our eight-part model exposes ordinals for the width and height of each corner feature and for the depth of each edge region.

Importantly, it is *not* a model developer’s responsibility to determine optimal parameters (i.e., to optimally divide pixels from an example into parts). A model specifies allowable combinations, and the branch-and-bound search algorithm then chooses the optimal combination. Models have two responsibilities: (1) given a complete parameter assignment, create a prototype and assign it a cost, and (2) given a partial parameter assignment, compute a lower bound on the cost of prototypes that can result. Prefab poses both as a matter of assigning example pixels to model parts.

**Creating Prototypes and Assigning Cost**

We have found that the most appropriate prototype is typically the one that requires the *fewest pixels* to explain the appearance of positive examples while excluding any negative examples. The intuition behind this is similar to the minimum description length principle, a formalization of Occam’s Razor in machine learning [59]. Prefab creates a prototype by minimizing the number of pixels needed to describe each part, then computes the cost of the prototype as the total number of pixels in its parts.
For example, the prototype to the left in Figure 3.4 sets the width and height of each corner feature to three and edge depth to one. At these settings, our eight-part model first assigns the nine pixels in each corner to their corresponding features. It then fits a region to the remaining pixels along each edge. The repeating region type can characterize each of the edges with a single pixel, and so is selected by the model. The prototype’s total cost is therefore 40 pixels.

In contrast, the center and right of Figure 3.4 show two other prototypes that characterize the same example. The center prototype has larger corner features for which it must pay additional pixels. However, the prototype gains no benefit from modeling corners using these features, because it pays the same number of pixels to explain its edges as the left-most prototype. The right prototype has smaller corners, but the resulting top and bottom edges cannot be described by a single repeating pixel. Because these require 68 and 44 pixels, they are rejected in favor of the left-most prototype. The left-most prototype is also more robust. For example, the right-most prototype above describes only buttons of exactly the same width shown.

Each model takes its own approach to assigning pixels to parts based on a set of assigned values for its parameters. For example, Figure 3.5 illustrates our five-part model of a slider parameterized to identify Mac OS X sliders. The five-part model includes a feature for each end of the trough, a feature for the thumb, and two regions for the trough on either side of the thumb. Based on provided parameters, it first assigns pixels to the end features, then scans the remaining pixels. At each step it either assigns a column of pixels to the left region or skips a fixed number of pixels determined by a thumb width parameter, and assigns them to the right region. Similarly, the eight-part model first assigns pixels to each of the corner features, then scans the remaining edge pixels. For the horizontal top and bottom edges, it iteratively builds a pattern by scanning from the left to the right between the corners. Similarly, vertical edges are built from the top to bottom. Assignments are generally straightforward in both models, as any challenging aspects should be exposed as a parameter and delegated to the search (e.g., the optimal size of edges or the slider thumb).
Multiple positive examples add the requirement that a prototype describe all of them. Specifically, the current assignment starts with one positive example to parameterize a prototype. The model then checks if the prototype matches the other examples and rejects the hypotheses that do not generalize. The model can also look for variations across multiple positive examples to discover pixels that are irrelevant to the prototype and should be ignored. For example, our eight-part model extracts corner features from one positive example and then ignores the pixels that differ from the corresponding corners of the other positive examples. Negative examples override the cost optimization. Specifically a prototype with a lower cost than the current best-known prototype is checked against negative examples before being promoted to the best. There is no reason to check the negative examples otherwise. If a prototype matches a negative example, it effectively has infinite cost.

Computing Lower Bounds on Partial Assignments

Prefab uses a branch-and-bound search, so models must compute lower bounds on partial assignments. For example, if the current best prototype for a particular eight-part model requires 40 pixels and the first several parameters of a partial assignment configure the top corners such that they consume 40 pixels (e.g., making them each 4x5), then no possible assignment of the other parameters can lead to an improvement over the current best prototype.

Models implement lower bound estimates according to how they assign pixels to parts. If enough parameters have been assigned to compute the actual pixels required by one or more parts, the actual cost of those parts can be used. Cost values can also be cached and reused at later steps of the search to avoid expensive re-computation. As an optimization this is possible because the cost of pixels within a particular part is at least as much as any subarea of those pixels. In the models we explored, we found that it is also possible to use previous computations as an admissible heuristic to bound the search. Specifically, if a model has previously evaluated the true cost of a part, that cost can be used as a lower
bound in any assignment that grows the bounds of that part. Lower bound correctness is required for the branch-and-bound search, so models estimate a single pixel for parts for which they cannot provide a tighter bound.

3.5 Validation in Applications

Prefab demonstrates a new approach to enhancements independent of the toolkits used to implement interfaces. Because this is a fundamentally new capability, there is no reasonable comparison to other approaches for obtaining the same effect. We instead validate, demonstrate, and provide insight into Prefab by implementing and discussing a set of applications. We select these three applications with the goal of illustrating a range of complexity.

All of our applications run on Microsoft Windows and are implemented in Microsoft’s C#, using redirection mechanisms as discussed with Figure 1.1. In order to demonstrate Prefab enhancements running on interfaces in Macintosh OS X, we connect via remote desktop software. Prefab thus continues to run on the Microsoft Windows machine, adding its enhancements based entirely on the pixels delivered through the remote desktop connection.

Target-Aware Pointing Techniques

Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of target-aware pointing techniques and the challenges of implementing them in real-world interfaces. This section presents a rudimentary implementation of the Bubble Cursor to demonstrate the real-time methods presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 then generalizes from these methods to implement a general-purpose Bubble Cursor that runs across an entire desktop. Figure 3.6 shows our implementation in a dialog from Windows Media Player. Figure 1.2 shows the same Bubble Cursor in a Mozilla Firefox dialog on Macintosh OS X and in a YouTube movie player on Microsoft Windows. Our videos at prefab.github.io show a similar implementation of Sticky Icons. To the best of our knowledge, Prefab is the first approach to implementing target-aware pointing
techniques as general enhancements across a variety of existing applications independent of their underlying toolkit implementation.

To implement these techniques, we extracted examples and built prototypes to identify Microsoft Windows and Macintosh OS X buttons, checkboxes, textfields, and other standard widgets. We similarly created several prototypes of more specific widgets, such as the custom slider in the YouTube movie player. These are based on the same models as the standard widgets. These target-aware pointing techniques require only the location and size of current targets, so it was not necessary to implement any transitions. The Sticky Icons enhancement simply adjusts the mouse gain, while the Bubble Cursor annotates the target window and manipulates how click events are mapped to the source.

**Phosphor**

Baudisch et al. developed Phosphor, which uses afterglows to explain interface transitions [6]. One potential benefit Baudisch et al. identify is in remote collaboration, where the afterglow makes it easier to determine what changes a remote collaborator has made in an interface. Despite the promise of Phosphor, it has been difficult to evaluate its effectiveness in realistic use or to deploy it in collaborative meeting software.

Figure 3.7 shows our Prefab implementation of Phosphor, with afterglow effects showing recent manipulation of two checkboxes and a slider in Windows Media Player on Microsoft Windows. Figure 1.1 shows the same code creating Phosphor effects for Macintosh OS X widgets in Apple’s iTunes (using the remote desktop method discussed earlier). Note the afterglow applied to the sliders in these figures includes a ghosted thumb, even though toolkits generally do not expose a method to expose the appearance of the thumb. Also note these afterglows require near instantaneous recognition of widget manipulation. Because Prefab is based entirely on pixels, Phosphor could be included in collaborative meeting software independent of the toolkits used to implement shared applications.
Building upon the same prototypes from our target-aware pointing demonstrations, our implementation of Phosphor uses Prefab transitions to observe widget state changes. These expire and are reset whenever a widget is observed in the same state as the previous frame. A timeout on the transition allows a widget a reasonable time interval to animate into a new state, and we use output redirection to superimpose our afterglow. The ghost of the slider’s actual thumb is painted using the thumb feature from the Prefab prototype that detects the slider, as illustrated in Figure 3.7.

**Side Views Parameter Spectrums**

Our previous applications show local widget enhancement, but Prefab can also be used as part of larger enhancements. To demonstrate this, we implemented Terry and Mynatt’s Side Views parameter spectrums [67]. The goal of parameter spectrums is to better support open-ended tasks by simultaneously previewing a range of options for values of multiple parameters. Terry and Mynatt showed parameter spectrums for image editing filters in the GNU Image Manipulation Program (the GIMP), chosen because its open-source implementation allowed necessary modifications. Despite the promise of this technique, the closed-source nature of Adobe’s Photoshop prevents researchers and practitioners from studying or deploying parameter spectrums in this more widely-used package. This problem is typical of situations where researchers and practitioners find themselves unable to modify, personalize, or interoperate with widely-used interfaces.

Figure 3.8 shows a parameter spectrum for an image filter in Adobe Photoshop on Microsoft Windows. Our associated video also shows parameter spectrums for the GIMP implemented without modifying its source. In both cases, we use Prefab to interpret the filter dialogs and use synthetic mouse events to manipulate sliders within the filter dialogs to obtain images to populate the spectrums. An eight-part prototype identifies the preview area in each dialog, from which we extract the image for a particular parameter configuration. An interesting difference between the two is how our implementation determines when to capture the preview image for a particular parameter configuration. Photoshop
provides a small progress bar at the bottom-left of the filter dialog, and we use Prefab to observe the completion of this progress bar before grabbing the preview. The GIMP does not provide such a progress bar, and so we monitor the contents of the preview area and capture an image after observing a stable change. In both cases, we use a timeout to recover from the situation where Prefab does not observe the expected transition.

3.6 Discussion and Insights

This chapter represents a first step towards pixel-based reverse engineering of interfaces based on models of how those interfaces are painted by applications and user interface toolkits. This section discusses several important aspects of Prefab and identifies important directions for future work.

This chapter intentionally presents the simplest description of using a prototype library to reverse engineer an image, focusing on information flow as Prefab locates features, generates hypotheses, and tests those hypotheses. There are many opportunities for principled optimizations. The most important is probably that most pixels do not change between successive frames. Prefab’s entire process can be implemented with incremental evaluation, using lightweight dataflow to re-compute exactly the features and prototypes that could possibly have changed as a result of differences between successive frames. Prefab’s entire process also supports a parallel approach, as feature detection can be applied to multiple pixels simultaneously, multiple models can simultaneously generate hypotheses from detected features, and those hypotheses can be tested in parallel. It is also possible to vastly reduce the number of pixels that must be tested for features in each image. For example, only half the pixels in an image need to be tested if every feature contains at least two adjacent pixels. Given these and other opportunities for principled optimization, we do not foresee performance as problematic for most applications. Our current single-threaded implementation uses a simple ad-hoc frame difference optimization, and our associated video shows multiple applications recognizing prototypes in real interfaces of existing applications with frame-to-frame computations typically well under 50msec.

Not all interfaces are created entirely from standard widgets. Prefab can still be effective in such interfaces for two reasons. First, even non-standard interfaces are procedurally generated. After a prototype of such an interface is created, it is unlikely to change. Second, non-standard interfaces cannot be generally successful unless they look like an interface. Prefab may ultimately prove to be a more reliable approach to non-standard interfaces because it is based on their appearance instead of toolkit introspection mechanisms that developers often neglect to implement in non-standard components.
We have shown that a number of interesting applications are enabled by Prefab’s core methods, but these methods alone have several important limitations. There is no structured approach to interpreting the content portions of prototype occurrences (e.g., Prefab can identify the three buttons in Figure 3.3, but not the fact that they are labeled “A”, “B”, and “C”). These methods also do not model relationships among widgets, and so it is difficult to understand the behavior of a group of radio buttons or the hidden content associated with a scroll pane or a tab panel. Finally, it is non-trivial to create sophisticated models. We have stated that this effort can be justified if the resulting model applies to a large and wide variety of prototypes, but developing more complex models can expand Prefab’s coverage.

We mentioned that our Phosphor demonstration renders thumb features extracted from our slider prototypes. This highlights an important advantage of pixel-based methods over alternative approaches that expose widget models rather than a widget’s on-screen view. For example, the accessibility API intentionally encapsulates the coordinates of a slider’s thumb and therefore cannot support Phosphor. Chapter 6 expands upon our Phosphor implementation and presents more general methods for stylizing enhancements based on prototype parts.

We ultimately intend for Prefab to support a wide variety of applications beyond those enabled by these core methods, such as accessibility enhancements, tutorials for off-the-shelf software, context-sensitive help mechanisms, and collaborative extensions to existing applications. Whether Prefab’s core methods are suitable depends upon the intended enhancement. In the case of accessibility enhancements, Prefab can enable target-aware techniques with significant implications for people with motor impairments. However, the lack of content interpretation means Prefab cannot be used to implement screen reading for people for visual impairments. The next chapter addresses these challenges with pixel-based methods for recovering content and hierarchy.
Chapter 4 | **CONTENT AND HIERARCHY**

Prefab’s prototype-based methods can be used to identify individual elements within an interface, but they do not describe how to model the *relationships* between elements. This chapter therefore builds upon Prefab’s models of widget layout and appearance. Section 4.1 first introduces the use of hierarchy to characterize complex widgets that are composed of multiple elements. Section 4.2 then introduces content regions and shows how they enable efficient recovery of widget content. Section 4.3 shows how these insights can be combined to recover a hierarchical interpretation of an entire interface. Section 4.4 validates these methods in a set of applications that demonstrate capabilities enabled by interpretation of content and hierarchy, and Section 4.5 discusses insights and future work suggested by this work.

Figure 1.2 illustrates several applications enabled by content and hierarchy. Our implementation of Kelleher and Pausch’s stencils-based tutorials [44] uses interface hierarchy to robustly reference specific widgets (i.e., differentiating among identical widgets by their position in the hierarchy). Our implementation of Findlater et al.’s ephemeral adaptation [23] leverages our models of content regions to create the necessary gradual onset animations. A translation enhancement highlights real-time identification of interface content by extracting text, translating it, and re-painting it in the interface’s original look and feel. Finally, adding customization to an existing interface illustrates opportunities for managing occlusion and rendering new content using our pixel-based models.

The contributions of this chapter to pixel-based methods are:

- Methods for hierarchical models of widgets. These improve model implementation, example-based prototype creation, and runtime widget detection.
- Methods for modeling widget content regions. These enable efficient runtime recovery and interpretation of widget content.
- Methods for example-based parameterization of widget content regions. This is challenging because examples include content that should not be part of a prototype.
- Methods for recovering the content and hierarchy of an entire interface. This enables DOM-like interpretations of interfaces independent of their implementation.
- Validation of our methods in a set of novel pixel-based applications. These demonstrate our methods and also illustrate opportunities to leverage our methods in addressing other challenges, such as robustly referencing widgets, re-rendering interfaces from pixel-based models, and managing interface occlusion.
Hierarchical Models

The eight-part model in Figure 3.1 was the most complex model explored in the previous chapter. Although Prefab’s original methods can characterize many widgets, significant challenges arise when considering more complex models needed to represent widgets consisting of multiple components. Figure 4.1 illustrates this by comparing the modeling of a slider with that of a scrollbar.

Figure 4.1a shows a five-part model of a slider, consisting of a feature for the thumb, features for the trough endpoints, and regions for the variable-length trough. This model effectively characterizes many sliders. Although a scrollbar might seem to have a similar layout, Figure 4.1b shows that scrollbars vary the size of their thumb to illustrate what portion of the scrollable area is currently within view. A single feature is therefore insufficient for characterizing the scrollbar thumb, so we replace the feature with eight parts describing a thumb of varying size. If we want our model to represent the buttons at either end of the scrollbar, we also need to replace the end features with eight parts. Figure 4.1c shows the resulting model.

Figure 4.1: This chapter introduces hierarchical models of widget layout, improving Prefab’s support for complex widgets defined by hierarchies of simpler components.

4.1 Hierarchical Models

The eight-part model in Figure 3.1 was the most complex model explored in the previous chapter. Although Prefab’s original methods can characterize many widgets, significant challenges arise when considering more complex models needed to represent widgets consisting of multiple components. Figure 4.1 illustrates this by comparing the modeling of a slider with that of a scrollbar.

Figure 4.1a shows a five-part model of a slider, consisting of a feature for the thumb, features for the trough endpoints, and regions for the variable-length trough. This model effectively characterizes many sliders. Although a scrollbar might seem to have a similar layout, Figure 4.1b shows that scrollbars vary the size of their thumb to illustrate what portion of the scrollable area is currently within view. A single feature is therefore insufficient for characterizing the scrollbar thumb, so we replace the feature with eight parts describing a thumb of varying size. If we want our model to represent the buttons at either end of the scrollbar, we also need to replace the end features with eight parts. Figure 4.1c shows the resulting model,
which characterizes the components of these scrollbars but has become too complex for practical use. It is
difficult to correctly implement, and its many parameters create a high branching factor that makes it
computationally expensive to fit prototypes from examples. The effort to implement and optimize
complex models can be justified when they characterize a wide variety of widgets, but this model still
does not characterize some common scrollbars. For example, Figure 4.1d shows a scrollbar from
Mac OS X’s Cocoa toolkit painted with both scroll buttons grouped together to one side of the bar.

We leverage the insight that a hierarchy of simpler widgets typically defines more complex widgets. We
introduce hierarchical models of widget layout, as illustrated with a scrollbar model in Figure 4.1e. This
extends Prefab’s original notion of delegating regions to procedural code (e.g., a gradient or a repeating
pattern) by allowing delegation to another model. Portions of a hierarchy can be re-used in implementing
multiple models. A model can account for portions of the hierarchy appearing in different arrangements
or being optionally absent. The hierarchy can also be used when fitting prototypes from examples and
annotations of simpler components constraining a search of the overall hierarchy (e.g., leveraging a label
to distinguish the scrollbar thumb). At runtime, hierarchical prototypes are identified by locating simpler
components and then testing constraints and regions in the hierarchy.

4.2 Content Regions

Prefab’s pixel-based methods are built on the insight that the pixels of a widget are procedurally defined.
This is critical to Prefab’s real-time performance, as it allows exact feature matching as a basis for
prototype detection. But some interface content varies dramatically and cannot easily be identified
through exact matching. For example, modern toolkits often employ sub-pixel rendering and anti-aliasing
techniques in rendering text. This improves readability, but also modifies text’s pixel-level appearance in
unpredictable ways. The same characters can be rendered as many different combinations of pixels.
Prefab’s original methods therefore could not address the recovery of widget content (e.g., Figure 3.1’s
Windows Steel Button prototype cannot recover the text inside ).
We address this challenge by building upon several insights. First, toolkits construct interfaces as trees. Second, content appears at the leaves of a tree (i.e., labels and icons do not contain other widgets). Every piece of content is therefore contained within a parent. Third, the parents of these leaf nodes paint simple backgrounds (often a single color, sometimes a simple gradient). This is critical to interface usability, as a person must be able to easily see the content painted over that background. Instead of directly modeling unpredictable content, we introduce content regions that model the much simpler background of a parent and efficiently identify content using runtime differencing.

Figure 4.2 illustrates a nine-part model of a border with an interior content region (i.e., it is identical to the eight-part model from Chapter 3 except for the addition of the interior content region). The model’s constraints require that the content region describe every pixel not accounted for by the corner features or the edge regions. In this case, a prototype of the Microsoft Windows 7 Steel Button parameterizes the content region with a single repeating column. At runtime, content is obtained by differencing the repeating column against pixels inside the button’s content area. Figure 4.2 illustrates this differencing with red pixels in an example button. A character recognition algorithm is then applied to recover the text “Close”. Because such character recognition is relatively expensive, it is important to note that our content region method efficiently identifies a small portion of an interface to which more expensive methods can then be applied. Its computation can also be cached, as there is no need to re-execute an interpretation of identical content pixels.

Parameterizing Content Regions by Example

Recall that Prefab supports the use of examples to create prototypes. Parts are assigned by a search minimizing the number of pixels needed to describe those examples in a manner consistent with the model. Like other regions, content regions are modeled as procedural methods for pixel generation (e.g., painting a single color, repeating a pattern, painting a gradient). Prefab’s original methods cannot be applied to content regions because each example contains unpredictable content. A simple part cannot characterize this content, and so the search fails to fit a good prototype that generalizes from the example.

We address this problem by defining the cost of a potential prototype as the sum of two components: model cost and content cost. As before, the model cost is the number of pixels used to define the parts of a prototype. The content cost is the number of pixels in an example that do not match the prototype specified by a content region. The intuition behind this approach is that minimizing the sum requires the search to both describe the background and identify the foreground. Because we lack a meaningful method for generating that unpredictable foreground, we pay full cost for the pixels it occupies. Note that
this is a generalization of Prefab’s original method, as content cost is always zero in models without content regions.

As an example, Figure 4.2’s prototype sets the width and height of each corner feature to three, top and bottom edge depths to one, and left and right edge depths to two. The content region is a repeating column of pixels. The prototype has a model cost of 57 with these settings (9 for each corner, 6 for the edges, and 15 for the content region). The text results in a content cost of 189 (the red pixels shown on the right side of Figure 5). The total cost is therefore 246 pixels.

In contrast, Figure 4.3 shows two other prototypes the search might consider for the same example. The first has the same corners and edges but attempts to fit a single color to the background of the content region. This improves its model cost to 43, but the poor match results in a content cost of 1142, and a total cost of 1175 pixels. The second example has the correct content region with the corner and edge configuration from Figure 4.3 (which was fit to an eight-part model that does not consider content). Specifically, notice its left and right edges are 1 pixel wide. This results in a model cost of 55 (9 for each corner, 4 for the edges, and 15 for the content region), but the content cost is increased to 215 by two 13-pixel columns at either end of the content region. Its total cost is 270 pixels. These and other prototypes are rejected, with the search ultimately selecting the configuration from Figure 4.2 as the best fit.

Note that the content region in Figure 4.3 has actually resulted in a better characterization of the prototype’s other parts. Without a content region, there is no reason for Prefab to determine that the left and right edges of this example are two pixels wide (and so it finds the prototype form Figure 3.1). The inclusion of a content region has in this case led Prefab to produce a prototype that describes every pixel in the example. Our validating applications present implications of this more complete interpretation.
Interpreting Content and Hierarchy in an Entire Interface

The intuition behind our methods for individual widgets can be extended to support pixel-based interpretation of content and hierarchy in an entire interface. Instead of considering content only in terms of text within a button, the necessary insight is that every widget is content relative to its parent. Our challenge is to recover the content and hierarchy of the entire interface while retaining Prefab’s performance. We implement this in four steps, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

We first apply Prefab’s library of prototypes to locate widgets. This uses feature-based detection to identify a set of widget occurrences. We then organize the detected occurrences into a tree. The root is the image itself (typically a top-level window in Prefab’s current input and output framework). The tree is constructed using constraints provided by each occurrence’s model. These typically enforce spatial containment within a content region of the occurrence. The primary exception is for widgets that float above an interface (e.g., tooltips, popup menus, drop-down boxes). Tagging prototypes of these widgets allows our tree construction algorithm to link them directly to the root.

This organizes occurrences that were detected using our feature-based methods, but we still need to apply our differencing method to locate unpredictable content from content regions. It is important this differencing respect the existing hierarchy (i.e., nested widgets must consider the proper background and must not generate spurious content in areas owned by children). Our current implementation uses a post-order traversal. We generate a composite background image when traversing down the tree, then test and mark pixels when traversing back up the tree. Widgets only test pixels within their content regions that were not accounted for by children. Identified content is interpreted and added as a child of the widget that detected it.

Figure 4.4: We interpret interface content and hierarchy by detecting widget occurrences, applying containment to construct a tree, finding content within widgets, and logically grouping nodes within the tree.

4.3 Interpreting Content and Hierarchy in an Entire Interface

The intuition behind our methods for individual widgets can be extended to support pixel-based interpretation of content and hierarchy in an entire interface. Instead of considering content only in terms of text within a button, the necessary insight is that every widget is content relative to its parent. Our challenge is to recover the content and hierarchy of the entire interface while retaining Prefab’s performance. We implement this in four steps, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

We first apply Prefab’s library of prototypes to locate widgets. This uses feature-based detection to identify a set of widget occurrences. We then organize the detected occurrences into a tree. The root is the image itself (typically a top-level window in Prefab’s current input and output framework). The tree is constructed using constraints provided by each occurrence’s model. These typically enforce spatial containment within a content region of the occurrence. The primary exception is for widgets that float above an interface (e.g., tooltips, popup menus, drop-down boxes). Tagging prototypes of these widgets allows our tree construction algorithm to link them directly to the root.

This organizes occurrences that were detected using our feature-based methods, but we still need to apply our differencing method to locate unpredictable content from content regions. It is important this differencing respect the existing hierarchy (i.e., nested widgets must consider the proper background and must not generate spurious content in areas owned by children). Our current implementation uses a post-order traversal. We generate a composite background image when traversing down the tree, then test and mark pixels when traversing back up the tree. Widgets only test pixels within their content regions that were not accounted for by children. Identified content is interpreted and added as a child of the widget that detected it.
The resulting tree includes all detected widgets arranged by their containment. Additional organization can be added by considering that siblings in this visual tree may suggest an additional component in a logical tree. For example, several pieces of text might be grouped together and then related to an adjacent checkbox. Prior research has developed methods for semantic grouping of widgets [25]. Given our focus on pixel-based detection of the visual tree, we perform logical grouping using a set of heuristics.

4.4 Validation in Applications

This section presents new methods for real-time pixel-based interpretation of widget content and hierarchy. We validate and provide insight into our work through a set of demonstrations. We select these with the goal of illustrating a range of complexity in applying our methods.

All of our applications are implemented in Microsoft’s C# running on Microsoft Windows 7 and using redirection provided by Prefab. We use remote desktop software to demonstrate enhancements running on Mac OS X interfaces. Prefab thus continues to run on the Microsoft Windows machine, adding its enhancements based entirely on the pixels delivered through the remote desktop connection. We apply enhancements to a variety of well-known applications to highlight that our methods are independent of the underlying implementation.

Stencils-Based Tutorials

Kelleher and Pausch’s stencils-based tutorials provide help directly within applications using translucent stencils with holes to direct a person’s attention to the correct interface component [16]. Such an enhancement is difficult to broadly deploy because of the rigidity and fragmentation of existing applications and toolkits. It is beyond the capabilities of previous pixel-based systems because authoring such a tutorial requires support for referencing specific interface elements. For example, there may be several buttons of identical appearance within an interface, but only one of them is the appropriate next action.

Figure 1.1 and our videos on prefab.github.io show our Prefab implementation of stencils-based tutorials. The tutorial instructs a person on how to download résumé design templates in Microsoft Word 2010. The video for content and hierarchy highlights the real-time responsiveness enabled by our new methods.
Stencils-based tutorials are a straightforward application of widget hierarchy. Knowledge of the full hierarchy allows us to reference widgets using simple path descriptors on the tree. We implemented this demonstration by building prototypes to identify the majority of widgets in Microsoft Office 2010. For example, we used nine-part models to characterize many of the containers and buttons. We also used one-part models to identify less structured content (e.g., the icons used to represent different types of templates). These one-part models are typically easy to construct (i.e., a model of the background of their parent makes it trivial to segment the one-part example). We converted Prefab’s hierarchical interpretations into an XML format, allowing the use of XPath descriptors to reference widgets within the hierarchy. Tutorials are thus authored as a list of XPath descriptors paired with textual instructions for each step. Additional capabilities could be developed, and we have not yet explored the best approach to an authoring tool, but this demonstration highlights our use of the pixel-based hierarchy to reference specific widgets.

Ephemeral Adaptation

Findlater et al. developed ephemeral adaptation, an adaptive technique that improves performance by reducing visual search time and maintaining spatial consistency [5]. Ephemeral adaptation helps draw visual attention to likely targets in an interface. Specifically, likely targets appear as normal within an interface, but unlikely targets are initially missing and then slowly fade in. Despite the promise of this technique, it has been difficult to evaluate in realistic use or to widely deploy in everyday software. A pixel-based implementation is beyond prior systems for two reasons. As before, it requires the ability to reference specific widgets (e.g., to monitor how frequently they are clicked in order to model which are likely targets). In addition, this application requires the ability to remove unlikely targets from the interface and then render their gradual onset.

Figure 4.5 and our prefab.github.io videos show our implementation of ephemeral adaptation using Prefab within a Skype settings dialog box running on Mac OS X. Upon moving between tabs, likely targets in each tab are initially visible. Unlikely targets then fade in over time. This enhancement uses a nine-part prototype of the tab pane and various prototypes for each of the interior widgets. We use our
XPath descriptors to tally the frequency of interaction with each widget and identify the most commonly-used widgets in each tab.

We render the gradual onset animation using the content region from the tab’s nine-part model. Specifically, we render tab background (i.e., the pixel-level appearance of its content region) as an overlay at the location of each unlikely widget. We then gradually fade this overlay from opaque to transparent. This creates the illusion that the widget is gradually fading into view. Note this technique requires identifying all of the content throughout the interface in order to appropriately animate its onset, a capability not supported by prior pixel-based methods.

**Language Translation**

In addition to pixel-based *identification* of interface content, our methods can help enable real-time *interpretation* of interface content. To demonstrate this, we implemented a pixel-based enhancement that automatically translates the language of an interface and then presents the translated content in the same look and feel as the original interface. Because of the rigidity and fragmentation of current tools, interfaces usually must be translated by their original developer (or somebody else with the application source). Our methods allow anybody to translate an interface and could thus form a basis for community-driven translation (similar to advances in social accessibility [65]). To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first method for real-time translation of interfaces independent of their underlying implementations. Although translation is not the same as complete localization, it is an important step.

Figure 1 and our associated video show our translation enhancement applied to a Google Chrome Options dialog running on Microsoft Windows 7. The left image illustrates a portion of the original dialog in English. The right image shows that same portion of the dialog with the text translated into French. Our associated video on prefab.github.io also includes a Spanish translation of the same dialog. We implemented this by interpreting textual content identified by our methods, translating that text, and then rendering the new text in the original interface. Our associated video shows this enhancement running in real-time. This requires identification and interpretation of content occur quickly enough to handle the appearance and movement of content within a scroll pane.
There are several potential approaches to interpreting screen-rendered text [30]. My current implementation uses an ad hoc template matching method, leaving integration of more advanced methods as an opportunity for future work. Importantly, our methods separate the identification of text from interpretation of that text. The interpretation of a region of pixels can thus be cached to eliminate potentially expensive re-interpretation of those same pixels (e.g., using a hash of the pixels). In our video, each piece of text is interpreted only the first time it appears. We then translate it using a machine translation service. As the text moves within the scroll pane, our content detection recovers the same pixels and retrieves the text from cache.

To maintain the application look and feel, we paint the translation into the original interface. This is implemented by using each widget’s content region to render an overlay masking its content (i.e., its English text). The translated text is then rendered within the bounds of the original content region. For example, Figure 4.6 shows a button before its translated text is rendered. Because English text is typically shorter than translated text, we adjust the font size of the translated text to fit in the available region. Our next demonstration explores a more sophisticated modification of the interface to accommodate new content.

**Interface Customization**

Our pixel-based interpretation of interface hierarchy also provides a framework for modeling some common forms of occlusion in interfaces. Occlusion is at the very core of the desktop metaphor, as it allows interfaces to limit the complexity of presented interfaces via the illusion that additional portions of the interface continue to exist even when they are not visible. For example, tab controls use occlusion to limit attention to related subsets of complex interfaces. Existing pixel-based methods are strictly limited to interpreting visible portions of an interface. The need to observe an interface is inherent to pixel-based
methods, but we can use our knowledge of interface hierarchy to help manage common forms of occlusion.

Figure 1.1 and our associated video at prefab.github.io present a demonstration of this in the context of interface customization. Instead of automatically adapting an interface according to widgets that are likely to be used, this example allows people to manually flag widgets as “favorites” for quick access. Figure 1 shows this applied to the same Skype dialog box from our Ephemeral Adaptation example. A small star is added to each widget in the interface. Clicking this star adds the widget to a “favorites” tab we added to the interface. Viewing that tab presents all starred widgets and allows interaction with each of them. As with all of our demonstrations, this is implemented using pixel-based interpretation with input and output redirection.

The management of occlusion is inherent to this example. My implementation enhances the hierarchy to store the most recently observed version of each tab (using our XPath descriptors to reference each tab and its contents). We annotate these nodes in the hierarchy as stale to capture the fact they are occluded. Figure 10 depicts a simplified snapshot of the interpreted hierarchy with occluded nodes. If a “favorite” widget is currently occluded in the source window, it is painted using its stale version from the hierarchy. When a person moves to interact with a widget, synthetic input events are generated to bring that tab of the source window into view (i.e., to ensure that portion of the hierarchy is responsive to interaction via standard redirection mechanisms). Synthetic events could also be generated to regularly poll stale portions of the hierarchy, but this was not needed in our demonstration.

This example also demonstrates the use of our pixel-based methods to add new elements to the interface. Nine-part models of the window, the tab button container, and the tab pane are used to create a larger version of the window, insert the new “favorites” tab button, and to render the blank tab area into which
“favorite” widgets are added. Figure 1 and our associated video show the added tab button and the extended window. We view this as an initial peek into opportunities to go beyond overlays and more fundamentally transform the rigidity and fragmentation of existing interfaces.

4.5 Discussion and Insights

This chapter advances state-of-the-art pixel-based systems by presenting the first methods for real-time interpretation of interface content and hierarchy. We now briefly discuss some important aspects of our pixel-based interpretation and identify some insights gained from this exploration that we address in the following chapter.

Chapter 3 presented the simplest description of our pixel-based methods for modeling widgets via prototypes. This chapter expands upon those methods for interpreting interface content and hierarchy. A variety of optimizations could improve performance. For example, the entire interpretation process can be implemented using lightweight incremental evaluation to compute exactly the sub-tree of the hierarchy that could possibly have changed between successive frames [11]. Given this and other potential optimizations, we generally do not expect performance to be problematic in most applications. Our implementation currently uses parallelization when interpreting content. We currently re-compute the entire hierarchy whenever Prefab identifies new features. Our associated video shows multiple demonstrations that interpret content and hierarchy in real interfaces of existing applications with computations between frames typically under 100msec. We believe this is sufficient for the applications we explore.

The preparation of our demonstrations highlighted another advantage of our approach to interpreting interface content and hierarchy. If our methods are applied to an interface that contains widgets that are not already in Prefab’s prototype library, the parents of those currently unknown widgets identify the pixels of the unknown widgets as content. We used this fact to quickly extract the examples used to create prototypes for our demonstrations, and we believe it could provide a basis for an improved prototype authoring tool.

Our translation demonstration currently uses an ad hoc approach to text interpretation (exact matching against a library of labeled character snippets). Off-the-shelf OCR technologies are generally ineffective because of the extreme low resolution of typical interface text. We previously noted the availability of recognition methods for screen-rendered text [30], but these are not optimized for Prefab’s scenario. A deeper investigation of robust text interpretation methods is an opportunity for future work.
We have noted the existence of prior work examining logical grouping of interface elements [7]. It is unclear whether these methods are compatible with the real-time requirements of pixel-based interpretation. The tree-based organization of interfaces and our ability to interpret visual containment provides an important advantage: we can likely consider only logical groupings of siblings. Based on the hierarchies we have encountered in our work, there are typically a small number of siblings in any given node (i.e., most interface elements are intentionally designed to contain a small number of content items). Our current implementation uses simple heuristics to perform logical grouping. For example, checkboxes are matched to their corresponding content using a threshold on the proximity of the nearest text. Future work can explore more advanced approaches to creating logical groupings by matching elements of an interface. Errors in an automated process could be also corrected by storing annotations that record the need for a specialized grouping (e.g., using our XPath descriptors to override the default behavior).

This chapter focuses on core methods for interpreting content and hierarchy together with demonstrations of their value in example applications. There is a significant opportunity for future work that more thoroughly characterizes these and other pixel-based methods. Such work might examine the variety of widgets encountered in applications, how well pixel-based methods can characterize those widgets, how many types of models and parts are necessary, and which of those models and parts are most broadly effective. Our pixel-based methods are the first to rival the accessibility API in terms of completeness, so comparisons between our methods and the accessibility API may be appropriate. Such a comparison should preferably go beyond simple frequency of failure to also probe the nature of failure (e.g., its impact in applications, the difficulty of correcting a failure). As in Hurst et al. [36], there are likely significant opportunities for hybrid approaches that combine the strengths of the accessibility API with the strengths of pixel-based methods. The contributions of this chapter are a necessary step toward future characterizations of pixel-based methods, and our current validations are appropriate for this work.

Our interface customization demonstration dynamically re-renders a dialog box at a different size to create room for the “favorites” tab. This is possible because the nine-part prototype that detects the dialog box describes all of the pixels needed to generate it. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate pixel-based methods to create new widgets matching an existing interface. The ability to seamlessly add new widgets to the interfaces of existing applications would dramatically extend pixel-based methods, and Chapter 6 provides more structured support for stylizing widgets based on our prototype-based representations.

Our customization demonstration illustrates one approach to managing occlusion (using the hierarchy to maintain a memory of occluded components). Tab controls are perhaps the simplest case and this method
may not immediately generalize to other forms of occlusion. For example, popup menus create less predictable occlusions that can span multiple nodes in a hierarchy (because they float above the hierarchy). Occlusion within a scrollpane also presents different challenges. We have shown that interface content and hierarchy provide a useful framework for reasoning about occlusion, and future work could examine more advanced methods building upon these initial insights.
Chapter 5 | TARGET-AWARE POINTING

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 validate Prefab with some initial demonstrations of pixel-based enhancements. However, there are many challenges in developing enhancements that work outside of the isolated interfaces explored in those chapters. In this chapter and the next, we surface and address these challenges by implementing two interaction techniques that function across the entire desktop. We also report on the limitations of these general-purpose enhancements unearthed by examining them in the complexity of real-world interfaces. We therefore contribute important progress toward real-world deployment of interaction techniques like these and shed light on the gap between understanding techniques in controlled settings versus behavior with real-world interfaces.

5.1 A Real-World Bubble Cursor

The human-computer interaction literature includes many promising techniques for target-aware pointing, including deep studies of specific characteristics of those techniques in controlled laboratory settings. This important family of techniques can improve pointing for a variety of people on a range of devices in many applications. Target-aware techniques can significantly outperform other pointing facilitation techniques, and they ultimately have great potential to improve the efficiency of interaction.

Despite the promise of these techniques, few have been deployed or evaluated in real-world interfaces. The impact of target-aware pointing, and our understanding of its effectiveness, is currently limited by two challenges to implementing target-aware pointing in real-world interfaces.

First, external pointing enhancements often cannot obtain reliable information about the size and location of interface elements [14,36]. As mentioned in Chapter 2, accessibility APIs attempt to provide some of the necessary information, but are inevitably incomplete due to developer failures to implement the API. The API also exposes widget models, not necessarily their on-screen view (e.g., the pixel coordinates of a slider's thumb are intentionally encapsulated). Techniques for dynamic code modification can also often be made to work in a single application or toolkit [20,21], but are generally too brittle for enhancement of the full desktop. Code injection techniques also sometimes fail (e.g., when a skinnable application uses pre-rendered images of widgets instead of meaningful graphics operations). Failures at these levels of applications can only be corrected by their developers, so many interface elements remain opaque.
Second, even a complete enumeration of interface elements is insufficient for determining how a targeting enhancement should behave. Studies of pointing facilitation techniques generally treat an interface as a field of abstract targets (e.g., gray circles), but the notion of a target is often not well defined in real-world interfaces. Targeting ambiguities are presented by calendars, paint canvases, text fields, and many other standard and custom widgets [72]. It is difficult or impossible for the developer of a general-purpose enhancement to foresee and address all such ambiguities.
We address these challenges in a general-purpose implementation of Grossman and Balakrishnan’s Bubble Cursor [28], generalizing our demonstration from Chapter 3. Our implementation functions across the Windows 7 desktop, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The methods we develop can be applied to any modern desktop, and they can be extended to support other target-aware techniques. Specifically, we architect our enhancement to separate identification of interface elements from interpretation of how to target those elements. We then implement identification using Prefab’s methods for reverse engineering interface structure. We implement interpretation by annotating interfaces with desired targeting behavior. We also develop interfaces for correcting errors in both levels, and we argue that social mechanisms for identification and interpretation are essential to any broad target-aware deployment.

Figure 5.1 offers an overview of our system. It first queries the window manager for images of targeted windows. It then identifies elements using Prefab’s pixel-based methods. This requires a library of Prefab prototypes, each created from one or more example images. Prefab creates a tree containing a node for each interface element (e.g., a leaf for a text label, a leaf for a slider thumb, an inner node with children for a button and any interior icon or text). It then interprets the interface to determine potential targets, using annotations inferred from the interface structure and content together with annotations from prior interactive target correction. Finally, it walks the tree to determine what the Bubble Cursor should target and then overlays a translucent highlight over that target. Executing this process many times per second yields the general-purpose Bubble Cursor.

Among the variety of target-aware pointing techniques, we implement the Bubble Cursor for several reasons: (1) we believe it is the fastest general technique in the literature, (2) it can be implemented as an overlay, without modifying targeted elements, and (3) it is exemplary of the family of target-aware techniques, so the methods we develop should have broader relevance. Other target-aware techniques include gravity wells [39], force fields [1], sticky icons [73], semantic pointing [8], area cursors [42], enhanced area cursors [22], bubble targets [15], object pointing [30], and drag-and-pop or drag-and-pick [5]. Such techniques offer great potential, but remain difficult to deploy in practice. This chapter’s discussion section revisits this, emphasizing this dissertation as a starting point for the real-world design and deployment of target-aware techniques.

My methods are inherently human-driven, in that we focus on allowing people to improve targeting by interactively correcting erroneous behavior. We also expect any broad deployment will be social, with people sharing interactive corrections and receiving updates based on the corrections of others. Interfaces are procedurally generated, so their pixel-level appearance rarely changes. Familiar interfaces will therefore be thoroughly annotated and appear to “just work”. But interactive correction will remain
important, both to ensure individuals can correct private, niche, or unpopular interfaces and to allow communities to quickly annotate newly-released interfaces.

The specific contributions of this chapter include:

- An implementation of a general-purpose target-aware pointing enhancement. Specifically, we scale Prefab’s implementation of the Bubble Cursor using pixel-level analysis to target interface elements throughout Microsoft Windows.

- A novel architecture for general-purpose target-aware pointing enhancements. Informed by the insight that knowledge of interface element locations and dimensions is insufficient for a general-purpose target-aware pointing enhancement, we separate pixel-level identification of interface elements from higher-level interpretation of how to target those elements.

- Two interfaces for end-users to correct the behavior of a general-purpose target-aware pointing enhancement. We examine the requirements and design space for such interfaces and develop two concrete designs that explore complementary approaches.

- A discussion of implications for the design and evaluation of target-aware pointing techniques in the complexity of real-world interfaces. Examining our implementation with real-world interfaces reveals both unexpected targeting behaviors not addressed in prior literature and new potential approaches to overcoming the limitations of current target-aware techniques.

**Interpreting an Interface**

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 described how Prefab identifies a hierarchy of elements, but any hierarchy is by itself insufficient for targeting. Even complete compliance with a typical accessibility API does not enable an effective Bubble Cursor. This is ultimately due to mismatches between available metadata and the needs of an external enhancement. Framework and application developers cannot foresee all potential external enhancements, so they cannot provide all relevant metadata. For example, current accessibility APIs are designed to provide access to the underlying data in each widget (i.e., the widget model). They therefore expose the value to which a slider is set, but not the screen location of the thumb (precluding targeting of that thumb). General targeting behavior is undefined for other elements (e.g., calendars, paint canvases, text fields), and will vary among techniques. We believe this mismatch between available metadata and the needs of enhancements is inherent, requiring a human-driven approach.
My system therefore allows people to interactively *annotate* which elements of an interface hierarchy should be targeted by a Bubble Cursor. Any node can be marked as a *target*, can implicitly not be targeted due to other targets in the hierarchy, or can be explicitly marked *not a target*. We store annotations using an XPath-like path descriptor based on properties of an element, its location in the hierarchy, and properties of its ancestors. A library of annotations therefore consists of path descriptors with associated metadata. Annotations can be quickly retrieved for an element, and entire libraries can be stored, combined, and shared to enable social annotation.

A path descriptor needs to identify a *specific* element in a *specific* interface while being robust to changes in element size or position. The root of a hierarchy corresponds to the entire image processed by Prefab, so the root needs to include how an image was captured. We currently set root attributes for the application executable name and top-level window class. If this became insufficient, additional root attributes could be added for problematic applications (e.g., including the URL for images captured within web browsers). The remainder of the descriptor is based upon the unique identifier for each prototype along the path from the root to the annotated element. Elements identified via background differencing do not have a prototype, so we use a content attribute based on a hash of their pixels (which allows differentiation among sibling content elements). Finally, we use an index for otherwise identical descriptors.

Direct manual annotation likely can be sufficient in a broad deployment leveraging social mechanisms, but also can be expedited by even minimal inference. We currently employ two simple mechanisms. The first assumes every leaf is a target, a heuristic that yields good behavior for many widgets (e.g., checkboxes, radio buttons). The second generalizes annotations of inner nodes to other nodes with identical subtrees. Scrollbars provide one example of this, as their thumbs vary in size and usually contain a knurling graphic. A nine-part model represents the thumb as a node with a single child (i.e., the knurling). Preferred behavior is to target the entire thumb, and annotation of one scrollbar can then generalize over other occurrences of that scrollbar. Arbitrarily sophisticated inference could identify likely targets, and our XPath-like descriptors suggest relevance of the deep literature on wrapper induction [45]. But any inference mechanism will sometimes fail, so we see these techniques as a powerful complement to human annotation.

My implementation chooses a target for the Bubble Cursor in a pre-order traversal of the hierarchy of the window nearest the pointer. We consider each *target* node to determine which is closest to the pointer, defining distance to be zero if the pointer is within a target. Recursion ends at target nodes, because the spatial containment represented by the hierarchy means any children will be further from the pointer.
Recursion can therefore also end at non-target nodes that are further than the current best. Some arrangements require considering the possibility the nearest target is not in the nearest window, but other windows are typically ignored because their root is further from the pointer than the current best target.

My design for real-world interfaces also required subtle refinement of the Bubble Cursor. One important refinement is our degradation into the standard point cursor whenever within a target (illustrated here with a storyboard of the cursor approaching a textbox). On one hand, this is aesthetically simpler than crosshairs used to illustrate the center of the original Bubble Cursor with abstract targets [28]. But it is also important because it creates a graceful degradation in the face of unknown interface elements or ambiguous targets. If Prefab fails to interpret the pixels in a portion of an interface, or if the appropriate targeting behavior is genuinely ambiguous (e.g., as with a text field), then normal point cursor behavior is automatically restored in that region without requiring a hotkey or other modifier. Pointing can therefore be improved in many interactions without necessarily being penalized in others. We believe such conservative strategies are promising for the design of deployable external interface enhancements.

The cursor must also be capable of dragging targets while moving or sizing elements (e.g., scrollbars, sliders, windows). Dragging is implicitly supported by our conservative strategy, as moving into a target allows use of the point cursor to drag the target. We also enable dragging from outside a target. When the drag is initiated, the Bubble Cursor latches onto the target. Subsequent movement drags the target, and mouse release resumes standard targeting behavior. We currently do not use knowledge of potential drop targets during the drag, but could imagine strategies for target-aware drops.

**Implementation Details**

This section has focused on novel methods and strategies in our system, as these can be applied and extended in future research on target-aware pointing or external enhancement of existing interfaces. For completeness, we briefly discuss relevant details of our current Windows 7 implementation.

At the start of each cycle, we query the Windows 7 Desktop Window Manager for the bounding box, application executable path, class name, and z-order for each visible top-level window. We construct a hierarchy with the desktop at the root and top-level windows as children, and we then capture pixels for the window closest to the pointer. If two windows are at the same distance (typically due to overlap), we choose the front. As a performance optimization, we ignore entire windows that are marked as non-targetable (e.g., visible but non-interactive windows). We also infer target annotations during traversal, and only when there is no existing human annotation (i.e., our inferred annotations are lazily evaluated).
We render our Bubble Cursor as a translucent window, and update its z-order to render above the targeted window. We redirect input using a low-level hook to intercept mouse events and update the center of our Bubble Cursor instead of the system pointer. We use each mouse event to move the center of our Bubble Cursor, and we clip the system cursor to the center of our targeted element. If the target is partially occluded by another window, we clip to the center of a visible region (and adjust the size of our overlay).

Our associated video on prefab.github.io was captured on a typical laptop. Prefab is mostly single-threaded and unoptimized, but still processes an interface every 100 msec. Many of the potential performance optimizations described in our previous chapters could improve performance, however our video shows the cursor is responsive and we have not found performance to be a concern.

5.2 Interactive Targeting Correction

We previously noted that many familiar interfaces will seem to “just work”, but that interactive correction remains important to our approach. We identified six requirements for correcting target identification and interpretation:

- **Invoking Correction**: A person must be able to access an interface to correct erroneous targeting behavior.

- **Capturing an Interface**: Errors are caused by incorrect identification or interpretation of elements in images, so a person must be able to capture images that illustrate the failure condition.

- **Visualizing Identification and Interpretation**: A person must be able to understand what error occurred so that they can determine how it should be corrected.

- **Extracting Examples**: A person must be able to extract examples of the elements of an interface that should be identified by our pixel-based methods.

- **Creating Prototypes**: A person must be able to use extracted examples to create appropriate prototypes that can then be identified at runtime.

- **Authoring Annotations**: A person must be able to annotate desired targets.

These requirements imply a large design space. Because we focus on the first deep implementation of a general-purpose target-aware technique, we explore two initial points in the design space. The first is a full-featured design, called the Target Editor. The second is a lightweight interface for in-context annotation, called the Annotation Menu.
Correcting Behavior with the Target Editor

Figure 5.2 presents screenshots of the Target Editor. Its major components include the window image, colored highlights of identified elements, and the command toolbar.

Invoking Correction. The editor is always accessible via a system tray icon and a keyboard shortcut. When a person encounters erroneous targeting, they invoke the editor and then click a window on the desktop to “edit” that window.

Capturing an Interface. Selecting a window as part of invoking the editor triggers capture of an image of that window. The image is processed to identify and interpret interface elements, then displayed in the editor.

Some errors only occur during interaction with a dynamic interface, so a captured static image may be insufficient. For example, the blinking text cursor in a textbox can lead to erroneous targeting. When present, it is identified as a leaf and targeted. When absent, the textbox itself becomes a leaf and is targeted. The result is a Bubble Cursor that jumps between the blinking caret and the larger textbox. To determine why this occurs, a person may need to inspect multiple images captured at different times.

The editor addresses this need with a “Record Interactions” tool to capture videos of interaction. A record button starts and stops recording, a slider supports skimming captured video, and buttons advance individual frames. The blinking text cursor behavior is fixed by annotating the textbox as a target, thereby overriding the inferred targeting of the text cursor leaf.

Visualizing Identification and Interpretation. Translucent highlights visualize system identification and interpretation of interface elements. Green highlights are placed over elements that will be targeted (i.e., the first target node encountered on every path from the root, whether inferred or annotated). Red highlights are placed over elements explicitly annotated as not a target. Identification is thus encoded via
the presence of a highlight, while interpretation is illustrated via color. Interactive selection is illustrated via a border, and elements can be manipulated individually or in batch using multiple selections with the toolbar.

**Extracting Examples.** Prefab often builds a good prototype from just a single example of an interface element. But it can also under-generalize, requiring additional positive examples to broaden its concept, or over-generalize, requiring negative examples to narrow its concept.

For example, this YouTube movie control causes Prefab to overgeneralize because its widgets are painted to share vertical edges. A single example creates a prototype that over-generalizes by identifying every group of $k$ adjacent widgets (creating duplicate leaves and inner nodes that do not describe any true element). Providing any of these false detections as a negative example will correct the prototype, resulting in a prototype that detects the combination of the single-pixel edge and the adjacent interior pixel.

Examples can be specified by rubber-banding a yellow highlight. Each highlight can be moved, resized, or deleted. Because pixel-level selection can be tedious and error-prone, the editor provides “Zoom” and “Snap” tools.

“Zoom” opens an enlarged view of the image and highlights. The enlarged view receives input, so it supports pixel-level adjustment of highlights. As a shortcut, double-clicking in the image or on any highlight also opens the “Zoom” tool with its view centered at the double-click point.

“Snap” resizes highlights to tightly fit interface elements. Informed by a heuristic from Chapter 3, it starts from the center of a highlight and uses gradient thresholds to search for possible bounding rectangles. Among the heuristically-identified rectangles, it chooses the one closest in size to the drawn highlight. This does not always snap exactly to interface elements, but is helpful for expediting extraction. When it fails, it usually snaps close to the desired size and can then be adjusted using “Zoom”.

Two categories of examples can be automatically extracted: (1) positive examples of elements already identified by background differencing within a parent’s content region, and (2) any negative examples. In both cases, Prefab has already identified the bounds of the element. There is no need to manipulate the highlight, so a person instead just adds the extracted element to a new or existing prototype.

**Creating Prototypes.** A new prototype is created using the “Add” tool. A dropdown menu allows model selection (e.g., the exact-match, five-part, and nine-part models discussed previously). For each selected highlight, the editor creates a new prototype from the highlighted positive example. Automated
The creation of the prototype from the example takes a few seconds, after which the user can immediately see the impact of the new prototype on identification and interpretation within the interface.

Existing prototypes are updated with additional negative examples using the “Mark Incorrect” tool. Note that the editor already knows which prototype should be updated: the prototype that falsely identified the example.

Updating existing prototypes with additional positive examples requires the selection of the prototype to receive the new example. The “Prototype Browser” visualizes the prototypes in the current library, together with the positive and negative example images used to create each prototype. A person selects an existing prototype, then uses “Add” to provide it with additional examples.

Bad examples or entire prototypes can be deleted via the “Prototype Browser”. Bad prototypes can also be deleted directly in the editor by selecting a highlight and clicking the “Remove” tool. This removes the prototype that identified the highlight, and it is helpful for quickly deleting prototypes accidentally created from bad examples.

**Authoring Annotations.** Three tools are used together for annotation of the desired interpretation of targets, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The “Look Bigger” tool annotates the parent of a selected element as a target. The “Look Smaller” annotates an element as not a target, which causes Prefab to target a descendant. The “Not a Target” tool annotates an element and all of its elements as not a target.

![“Look Bigger”](image1)
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![“Not a Target”](image3)

Figure 5.3: Three tools are used together for annotation of desired interpretation of targets. The “Look Bigger” tool annotates the parent of a selected element as a target. The “Look Smaller” annotates an element as not a target, which causes Prefab to target a descendant. The “Not a Target” tool annotates an element and all of its elements as not a target.
Figure 5.4: A storyboard of the Annotation Menu. It appears when the center of the Bubble Cursor dwells on a target.

The “Look Smaller” tool annotates a selected element as not a target, which will cause the Bubble Cursor to consider its descendants as possible targets. Because we heuristically infer leaf elements to be targets, this is typically used to undo the “Look Bigger” tool.

The “Not a Target” tool annotates a selected element and all descendants as not a target. This is used to ignore an entire subtree of non-targetable elements, such as labels or disabled buttons.

**Lightweight Targeting with the Annotation Menu**

The Annotation Menu examines a design that is less capable than the Target Editor, but has the benefit that it can also be used without leaving the context of an interaction. Figure 5.4 storyboards the menu, which is embedded in the Bubble Cursor and invoked after a dwell of the pointer within a target.

Interface capture and visualization are implicit, as the Bubble Cursor itself conveys the current identification and interpretation. Editing is limited to authoring annotations using the same “Look Bigger”, “Look Smaller”, and “Not a Target” functionality from the editor. Each tool makes its edits to the annotations, closes the menu, and updates the Bubble Cursor to target the new nearest target.

**Discussion of Interface Design**

Figure 5.5 recaps our two designs in the context of our six requirements. They take different approaches to correction, but both are helpful and suggest additional possibilities. For example, we use simple visualizations of the identification and interpretation of elements, but other tree visualizations could be considered. Our confirmed annotation was developed for the Annotation Menu, but it would be a sensible addition to the Target Editor. Rapid batch confirmation of targeting would then prevent the Annotation Menu from appearing in interfaces that are already known to be correct. Greater collection of explicit confirmations would also provide additional data for use in training learning systems to automatically infer targets.
Our requirements and designs also suggest opportunities for fundamentally different approaches. Image capture might be automated through passive observation of interface use (e.g., as in Hurst et al.’s prior work [36]), with an interface invoked later to review targeting corrections inferred from the observed usage. Instead of focusing on the current interface, a design might focus on creating prototypes. Such a design could be organized around review, creation, and modification of prototypes and could retrieve images of specific interfaces from a large usage history to illustrate the targeting that results from the current prototype library. A crowdsourcing interface might focus on local invocation and capture, with other requirements addressed by remote workers. Because our designs require an understanding of pixel-based methods, other designs might explore a range of required expertise. Our initial focus has demonstrated effective interfaces, but a variety of additional approaches can be developed upon our underlying technology.

5.3 Examining-Behavior in Real-World Interfaces

The Bubble Cursor and other target-aware techniques are often designed, discussed, and evaluated using fields of abstract targets and distractors. Because our implementation provides a unique ability to deploy such techniques, we sought to examine what new insights we could gain from examining the Bubble Cursor in real-world interfaces. We identified and annotated elements in a variety of interfaces, including Microsoft Office applications, Mozilla Firefox, Adobe Reader, instant message clients, several web pages, and the file browser. We studied a total of 31 applications, creating a library of 754 prototypes and
Our findings with real-world interfaces include insights into two important challenges:

1. The limitations of pointer proximity as a proxy for intent within an interface,
2. Conflicts between target-aware behavior and the intentional design of interfaces for typical point cursors.

**Pointer Proximity and User Intent**

The Bubble Cursor and other target-aware techniques use pointer proximity as a proxy for intent to manipulate interface elements. It is understood to be an imperfect proxy (hence the notion of distractors), but examining behavior in real-world interfaces gives new insight into limitations.

One insight is that a person may expect similar elements to have similar targeting behavior. Rows of elements is a good example, as the arrangement suggests each item is equally relevant. But placement of a menu bar next to a toolbar can create different effective targets for otherwise similar elements. The Voronoi overlay to the left in Figure 5.6 shows “Page Up” is more difficult to target than “Page Down”, and “Help” behaves differently than the other menu items. The behavior is correct, but can be jarring.

The dynamics of real-world interfaces also expose gaps between pointer location and intent. Consider using a Bubble Cursor to click a scrollbar arrow, as shown in Figure 5.6. A person’s intended focus is likely to remain upon the arrow after a click, but the movement of the scrollbar toward the cursor may now mean the thumb is the nearest target. Latching onto the thumb is the correct behavior for the Bubble Cursor, but it may be unexpected.

A third case emerges when interfaces act upon a notion of intent that competes with the Bubble Cursor. For example, the Windows 7 taskbar contains a row of buttons for accessing windows of open applications. A hover over any opens a preview, as shown to the right in Figure 5.6. Approaching the taskbar with the Bubble Cursor results in the cursor snapping to a button, invoking the preview, and then snapping to the preview. This is helpful if the desired window is captured, as clicking will activate the window. But if an adjacent taskbar button was desired in the first place, then the benefits of the Bubble Cursor are destroyed by snapping to the preview.
Conflicts Due to Intentional Design for a Point Cursor

Modern interfaces are carefully and intentionally designed for use with a typical point cursor. This section presents examples where the Bubble Cursor conflicts with that design, together with initial thoughts on how such conflicts could be resolved through extensions to our system.

Designers often use small elements for minor or infrequently-accessed functionality. The Bubble Cursor can greatly distort the importance of such minor elements. For example, the Windows file browser shown to the left in Figure 5.7 includes several minor icons beneath its search box. These eclipse targeting of the search box itself when approaching from below, which is the typical direction of approach. Selection of the search box is therefore more difficult than intended. Extending the methods in this work, it is interesting to consider a *look past* annotation. This might indicate an element should be targeted only if the pointer is directly overhead. The Bubble Cursor could then look past these elements to allow easy targeting of the search box, but would still latch onto minor elements when the pointer was directly overhead. This seems preferable to a hotkey or some other method for disengaging the Bubble Cursor.

Another example is the design of typical context menus, which are dismissed by clicking in non-interactive space. Such a design is incompatible with a technique like the Bubble Cursor that always targets the nearest interactive element. This problem motivated creation of DynaSpot [13], which adjusts the maximum reach of a Bubble Cursor based on pointer speed. Examining this in the context of our system suggests additional strategies. For example, a *dismissible* annotation might overlay a dismiss icon at the upper-right of an element. Upon selection, the system could use its identification and interpretation of the surrounding interface to click in non-interactive space.

A third example is the scrollbar. As pictured in Figure 5.6, it is easy to imagine the utility of a Bubble Cursor attached to a scrollbar thumb. But the trough is also interactive, meaning the thumb can only be grabbed from a narrow horizontal channel. In our own use, we therefore annotate the trough as *not a target*. This allows easy capture of the thumb, but also prevents targeting the trough. It is interesting to realize that the same *look past* annotation discussed above would remove the need for this tradeoff.
(i.e., latching onto the thumb from outside, but targeting the trough from within). This also suggests a more general distinction between “major” versus “minor” targets, a perspective that can inform the design of future techniques. Such future techniques could be evaluated with a combination of laboratory studies and insights gained from examination in real interfaces using the methods we have developed here.

5.4 Discussion

Although we describe our approach to implementing a Bubble Cursor, we also provide a general strategy for implementing interface enhancements. Our separation of identification from interpretation, together with our approaches to each, can enable and inform a variety of future enhancements. For example, Prefab prototypes interactively created with our Bubble Cursor can be shared and re-used with any Prefab-based application. Similarly, our Bubble Cursor can benefit from Prefab prototypes created in other applications. At the interpretation level, target-aware enhancements may be able to directly share and re-use annotations (e.g., the notion of a target for Sticky Icons [73] may be the same as a target with our Bubble Cursor). Other techniques may have different interpretations of targets based on additional annotations, perhaps bootstrapped through inference based upon annotations collected with our Bubble Cursor or some other technique. Finally, our strategies also apply to non-pointing enhancements. For example, Findlater et al.’s [23] Ephemeral adaptation could be implemented as an overlay using analyses of interaction history together with explicit annotation of element groupings and other preferences.

Our experiences validate Prefab’s methods, but also suggest opportunities to advance pixel-based systems. For example, we found that Prefab would benefit from additional sophisticated models of the pixel-level appearance of complex elements (e.g., it could not deeply model complex text panes found in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010). We also sometimes found it tedious to create multiple prototypes for different appearances of the same interface element (e.g., multiple states of a button, checkbox, or radio button). Pixel-based methods could therefore benefit from additional modeling of the dynamics of interface elements. This chapter has also not addressed the case where changes to a prototype might orphan existing annotations (i.e., might change the descriptor needed to retrieve existing annotations). Chapter 7 explicitly provides structured support for capturing robust annotations, and also explicitly migrating annotations between hierarchies obtained with different prototype libraries (e.g., by checking that they refer to the same spatial region in the captured image). Overall, we believe that deep applications like that pursued in this chapter have a unique potential to inform future development of underlying pixel-based methods. Building out this application has also given us a better understanding of effective and sustainable abstractions for developing with Prefab.
Our implementation of the Bubble Cursor is one the most sophisticated applications of any pixel-based methods to date. However, even the Bubble Cursor is no more than a simple overlay that primarily points at and highlights existing elements. At least two key challenges have limited prior enhancements: (1) modeling a widget’s behavior, and (2) capturing an interface’s style. Structured support for these two tasks would enable more advanced modifications to a variety of existing interfaces.

Many potential enhancements require an understanding of how an interface changes across multiple frames (e.g., if a checkbox becomes checked, if a slider thumb has moved). In addition to monitoring changes, more advanced enhancements also require manipulating the interface (e.g., sending click events to set a checkbox, dragging a slider). As a result, developers are faced with implementing their own complex frame-to-frame analysis of interfaces together with low-level input redirection mechanisms.

Capturing an interface’s style is important because many runtime modifications do not fully alter the appearance of an existing interface, but instead directly overlay new elements onto the interface. Therefore it is important that these enhancements are styled to preserve consistency with the existing interface. Without proper support for capturing style, enhancements are likely to be jarring and unusable.

This chapter addresses these limitations with novel methods for modeling the state and style of individual widgets. Specifically, it builds upon our methods for interpreting interfaces presented in previous chapters. We first introduce methods for real-time modeling of widgets in multiple states. It then describes methods for linking an original widget’s state into the representation needed by a new surface enhancement. Finally, it introduces style mappers and show how they can be used to render entirely new widgets in an existing interface while maintaining a style that is consistent with the original design. We focus on these widget-level methods because they serve as building blocks for complex enhancements to entire interfaces.

We contextualize these contributions in an implementation of Moscovich et al.’s Sliding Widgets, touch widgets activated by sliding a moveable element [47]. My implementation dynamically overlays Sliding Widgets on mouse-based interface elements throughout Microsoft Windows 8. For example, Figure 1 and our associated video present screenshots of our implementation in a variety of popular interfaces, including Microsoft Word, Adobe Reader, Gmail in the Google Chrome Browser, and Windows Explorer. We replace elements in these applications using various types of Sliding Widgets, including
Sliding Buttons, Sliding Spinners, Sliding Toggles, and Sliding Dropdown Menus. Sliding Widgets are well beyond the capabilities of prior pixel-based systems, and the implementation in this work informs and validates the design of our new methods.

In addition to validating these methods, we choose to implement Sliding Widgets in the context of existing interfaces because the implementation could directly benefit an emerging set of hybrid devices that support both touch and mouse input. Examples of these devices are shown in our associated video. Unfortunately, graphical interfaces for hybrid devices are either difficult to use or expensive to produce. This is because developers either: (1) provide standard mouse-based interfaces with small, dense targets, or (2) implement an entire alternate interface optimized for touch. We therefore explore the approach of dynamically replacing existing mouse-based elements with touch controls. This approach can improve
interaction with hybrid devices without the burden of designing and implementing two entire alternate interfaces.

Figure 6.1 overviews the system. Prefab first queries the window manager for images of windows, and then interprets their elements using the methods described in Chapter 3 through Chapter 5. Specifically, we use Prefab to recover an interface hierarchy containing a node for each interface element (e.g., a leaf for a text label, an inner node with children for a button and any interior content). We walk this tree to determine what elements to replace, and then we overlay our Sliding Widget. To maintain a style consistent with the source interface, our overlay renders each Sliding Widget using pixels extracted by Prefab’s prototypes. This process modifies a single frame captured from an interface, and so we repeat this many times per second, synchronizing each Sliding Widget with its underlying widget. Specifically, we use state models to monitor and manipulate underlying widgets. Transitions in a state model cause the Sliding Widget to update its appearance and behavior, and interaction with a Sliding Widget generates input manipulating the underlying widget.

The specific contributions of our work include:

- Methods for pixel-based modeling of widgets in multiple states. Specifically, this chapter introduces abstract state models for describing how to interpret and manipulate categories of widgets. Abstract models are then parameterized with pixel-level data specifying the appearance of a specific widget in each of the modeled states.

- Methods for managing the combinatorial complexity that arises in creating a multitude of runtime enhancements that can apply to a multitude of widgets. Specifically, we show how runtime enhancement can be framed in the Model-View-Controller pattern, and we introduce linkers for specifying how a particular runtime enhancement relates to a particular abstract state model.

- Methods for styling runtime enhancements to preserve consistency with the design of an existing interface. Specifically, we introduce mappers that use pixel-level elements of an interface’s appearance to style runtime enhancements to match that interface.

- An implementation of Sliding Widgets as a runtime pixel-based enhancement that can be applied to existing interfaces. This validates our new pixel-based methods and also unearths implications for the design of Sliding Widgets and future pixel-based runtime enhancements.
Interpreting Replacement and Sliding Widget Orientation

Chapters 3 and 4 describe how interface elements are identified from raw pixels. Chapter 5 expands on this using path descriptors to annotate elements with targeting metadata. In this case, Sliding Widgets require metadata indicating (1) which elements should be replaced and (2) the direction in which a replacement Sliding Widget should slide. This chapter takes an approach similar to Chapter 4 to obtain this metadata. Specifically we combine automated interpretation of Prefab’s recovered hierarchy with social annotations, wherein people interactively correct erroneous behavior. Interfaces are procedurally generated, so their pixel-level appearance rarely changes. Familiar interfaces will therefore be thoroughly annotated and “just work”. But Prefab’s combination of automatic interpretation and social annotations allows end-users or designers to interactively correct newly-released or niche interfaces.

For manual annotation, any node can be tagged with a type of Sliding Widget to replace it (e.g., sliding button, sliding dropdown menu). Nodes can be explicitly tagged do not replace, or can be implicitly unavailable for replacement due to replacement of an ancestor. For sliding direction, elements can be tagged left, right, up, down, or a diagonal direction (e.g., down right). Finally, we allow horizontal and vertical tags for multi-function Sliding Widgets such as this spinner replacement. For each annotation we store a path descriptor based on properties of an element, its location in the hierarchy, and its ancestors. At runtime we retrieve annotations by matching against each node’s path. Thus, we first tag the set of nodes annotated with replacement metadata, and then specify the direction for those nodes.

Social annotation can be sufficient in a broad deployment that leverages social mechanisms, but can be expedited by even minimal automation. We currently include a layer that automatically tags nodes with a sliding direction. This layer iterates over elements marked for replacement and assigns directions in a rotating clockwise manner. We ignore elements in dense layouts, and leave widgets in sparse layouts with a default left or horizontal direction. Finally, the layer ignores any element with a direction assigned by
the preceding exact-match layer, thus allowing end-users or designers to manually override the default. The later section on Examining Sliding Widgets presents examples of interfaces where it is desirable to override sliding direction due to unexpected usability issues in real-world interfaces.

6.2 Modeling and Linking Widget States

Because Prefab captures and interprets individual screenshots, defining the behavior of Sliding Widgets requires monitoring an interface many frames per second and then programmatically redirecting input to manipulate that interface. For example, when a person activates a Sliding Widget by moving its thumb, the system must send a click to the underlying original element. And if that button or any other widget then becomes disabled in response to the interaction, the Sliding Widgets should mirror this change in their behavior and appearance.

The solution to these challenges comes from the insight that a change in appearance of an interface element corresponds to an underlying change in widget state. We therefore model widget dynamics using finite state machines. Although a widget may not be explicitly implemented with an internal state machine, the event-driven nature of interfaces means such a state machine is generally implicit (i.e., widgets exist in some state and change that state in response to interaction events). State machines offer an explicit model of the dynamics of interface elements, which we use to provide getters and setters for monitoring and manipulating widgets. Specifically, getters allow enhancements to subscribe to events fired when there is a traversal across one or more edges (e.g., signifying rollovers, clicks, drags). Setters can prepackage logic that sends input to an element, transitioning it to a new state.

The critical challenge in modeling state machines is that there are both: (1) a wide variety of existing widgets to be translated into Sliding Widgets, and (2) several types of Sliding Widgets that each require a different mapping. A naïve approach would therefore create a combinatorial explosion translating each widget to each Sliding Widget. We instead decouple parts of the translation using an approach similar to a Model-View-Controller pattern. A state model is the model, a Sliding Widget or other enhancement the
view, and a *linker* the controller that synchronizes state models of the original interface with the representations used in a pixel-based enhancement. Figure 6.2 illustrates this decomposition.

**Abstract State Models**

An abstract state model is defined as a combination of states and transitions describing the behavior of a class of widgets. This state model is then parameterized with prototypes describing the appearance of a particular widget in each of the states. For example, Figure 6.3 presents two state models parameterized to represent behavior for the Windows 8 default button and checkbox. The same models could be parameterized with different prototypes to represent different buttons or checkboxes.

Abstract state models build on Prefab’s initial support for observing a transition from one prototype to another [17]. Each transition is defined by a prototype that initiates the transition, a prototype that triggers the transition, and a set of constraints. At runtime, Prefab checks for transitions that are in progress and could be triggered subject to their constraints. After given the option to trigger, these transitions are then given the option to expire (i.e., removed from the set in progress). Finally, the current frame is examined for prototypes that initiate new transitions, which are added to the set in progress.

An abstract state model composes multiple transitions, each defining an edge between two states. States are then parameterized by providing the specific prototypes used in each transition. There are several potential approaches to parameterizing a state model. These range from manual tools to more automated methods that passively observe interaction with interfaces. We currently use an authoring tool, leaving integration of more advanced methods for future work. Importantly, our methods separate modeling of state machines from recognition of widget appearance, allowing development of abstract models that can be used across a variety of concrete widgets.

At runtime the system maintains a set of parameterized state models that are potentially in progress. This set is populated using the active transitions monitored by Prefab. The triggering of a transition invokes a traversal across the corresponding edge in a state model. When a transition expires, its state model is given the option to expire, denoting a widget is no longer present in the interface. Abstract state models include setters for transitioning between states via manipulation of the interface. Specifically, the setter logic executes input events necessary for traversing edges in a state model. For example, the state model in Figure 5 packages a “click” function that sends mouse down and up events to the source application. This code is defined in the abstract state model, requiring only a single definition for any widgets that share this behavior.
Linkers

A state model defines the dynamics of an element, but those dynamics also need to be related to a Sliding Widget. We therefore provide linkers. Specifically, a linker (1) listens for edge traversals in a state machine and updates the Sliding Widget accordingly, and (2) listens for interaction events fired in a Sliding Widget and updates the state model. A single linker can be implemented for an abstract state model paired with a class of Sliding Widgets. For example, Figure 26 illustrates a linker that connects an abstract state model to a Sliding Button, highlighting the flow of events passed between them.

Upon observing an interaction with a Sliding Widget, a linker can induce arbitrarily complex state machine manipulations. For example, the linker in Figure 6.4 executes a range of actions depending on the observed Sliding Button interaction. The simplest case is when a person touches down on a Sliding Button and the linker induces a mouse rollover, traversing a single edge in the state machine. In contrast, confirming activation of a Sliding Button induces multiple edge traversals. The linker sends a click to the underlying button, which transitions it first to the state machine’s pressed state and then back to the rollover state. Importantly, the separation of a linker from the Sliding Widget allows designers to create Sliding Widgets without a need to implement complex input redirection logic.

Although a state model can be manipulated by sending input events to the source interface, its state does not change until the underlying element’s appearance changes. The length of this delay depends on time it takes to process input, and could be problematic for Sliding Widgets or other enhancements that want to provide instant visual feedback after an interaction. To address this problem, each active state model maintains pointers to two states: the current state and the expected state. The expected state reflects the state to which the machine is expected to traverse, but has not yet visualized. When a state model is manipulated via a setter, it first sets its expected state and then sends input to the underlying widget. A state model also fires an event when its expected state changes (e.g., onRolloverExpected in Figure 6.4), allowing a linker to provide instant updates to the Sliding Widget.
6.3 Mapping Widget Appearance

We have presented methods for modeling existing widgets, but there is also a challenge in styling the appearance of the runtime enhancement. Because our Sliding Widgets overlay existing interfaces, it is important that they maintain a style that is consistent with the underlying interface.

We address this problem with mappers, which automatically style Sliding Widgets consistent with the widgets they replace. In our solution, we first separate Sliding Widget style from content as in Hudson and Smith [34]. We also use customizable parts as in Hudson and Tanaka [35]. We then use mappers to translate Prefab prototype parts to the Sliding Widget parts. Prototypes model the pixel-level appearance of existing elements, and so we extend their usage from identification to also informing the rendering of new widgets.

Decomposition of a Sliding Widget into customizable parts is straightforward. Parts render fixed bitmaps or repeating patterns, such as simple repeating colors or more complex gradients. The pixels used in these parts are parameterized to define a specific appearance. Here a Sliding Button is decomposed into eleven parts, each parameterized with a simple appearance. Four bitmaps define the corners of the slider, four patterns the edges, two patterns the left and right troughs behind the thumb, and a single bitmap for the thumb itself. We use similar but more complex models to render other Sliding Widgets, such as the Sliding Spinners and Sliding Dropdown Menus in Figure 1.

Designers can leverage these decompositions to manually style Sliding Widgets, but our mappers expedite this process with methods for styling Sliding Widgets consistent with their underlying original interface. Mappers can be designed for reuse among many prototypes or for a specific prototype. They accept source prototypes and output Sliding Widgets with their parts parameterized based on those prototypes. Figure 6.4 illustrates three mappers currently in our framework: basic one-part mappers, nine-part mappers, and multi-prototype mappers.
One-part mappers translate one-part prototypes into Sliding Widgets. An example we have implemented uses two colors extracted from the prototype to define chrome in a Sliding Button. Specifically, we render the corners and edges of the Sliding Widget using the darkest color in the prototype. We then render the trough by extracting the lightest color in the prototype and creating a gradient from the darkest color to the lightest color. The top image in Figure 6.5 shows this one-part mapper applied to a save button.

Nine-part mappers obtain more complex renderings using Prefab’s nine-part prototypes. The middle image of Figure 6.5 shows an example nine-part mapper that translates the appearance of a Windows 8 close button. It maps the corners and edges of the button prototype to the Sliding Widget thumb. It then obtains a recessed look by painting the trough using a reverse of the gradient obtained from the prototype content region.

The previous two examples use parts from a single prototype to parameterize the appearance of a sliding widget. It is also possible to perform more complex mappings using multiple prototypes. The bottom image of Figure 6.5 shows an example multi-prototype mapper where we map from prototypes that define the two arrows of a spinner. The content regions of those prototypes provide the up and down arrows, which are mapped into the thumb of the slider. Our associated video shows additional Sliding Widgets created using multi-prototype mappers, including a Sliding Checkbox created from two one-part prototypes that describe the appearance of a Windows 8 checkbox in its checked and unchecked states.
Examining Sliding Widgets in the Wild

Sliding Widgets and other techniques addressing the fat finger problem are often designed, discussed, and evaluated using fields of abstract widgets or other limited testbeds. Because our implementation provides the ability to deploy Sliding Widgets, we sought to determine what insights we could gain from examining them in real-world interfaces. Our findings identify three challenges: (1) the challenge of supporting both area and point cursors within the same interface, (2) limitations of sliding in complex interfaces, and (3) limitations of replacing individual widgets.

Challenges with Supporting Area and Point Cursors

A major challenge is defining Sliding Widgets that work within the same interface as mouse-based widgets. Consider the spinner shown in the bottom-center of Figure 6.6, which illustrates a common scenario where a spinner controls the contents of an adjacent textbox. The spinner can be replaced with a Sliding Widget, but it then becomes difficult to manipulate the textbox directly. This is because Sliding Widgets leverage the entire contact area of touch input, but the touch here also overlaps the text field for which area cursor input is undefined. Sliding Widgets can resolve this ambiguity by alternating their orientation for disambiguation among other adjacent Sliding Widgets, but this strategy does not resolve the scenario where a touch area overlaps both a Sliding Widget and an element designed only for point-cursor interaction.

Sliding Widgets were unusable without the ability to disambiguate between pointing and sliding, so we developed a strategy for gracefully degrading from a contact area to a standard point cursor. More concretely, when a person touches a point-cursor element, we pass the standard touch point to the underlying interface (i.e., the contact area centroid). However, when a person touches a Sliding Widget, our overlay will send the entire contact area to the widget. In dense layouts, we employ an enhanced implementation of Vogel and Baudisch’s Shift to enable fine cursor adjustment [68]. After a touch event, Shift creates a callout showing a copy of the occluded screen area and places it in a non-occluded location. Shift was designed for point-cursor interaction, so we extend it to support area cursor input. Our
goal is to make it possible to swiftly activate a Sliding Widget without eliminating precise control of a pointer. Thus, the core challenge in this task is to separate fine-tuning input from the dragging needed to activate a Sliding Widget.

Figure 6.6 storyboards our solution for disambiguating elements in dense layouts. When a person dwells over an element, we present a callout showing the occluded screen area. We then distinguish fine-tuning from dragging using a threshold on input velocity. Specifically, slow movements below the threshold are categorized as fine-tuning, and fast movements are treated as drags. Fine-tuning moves the position of a point cursor over mouse-based targets, and for any Sliding Widgets under the point cursor it sends touch down events. Alternatively, dragging only manipulates Sliding Widgets. The drag moves a Sliding Widget’s thumb in the direction of the drag, allowing activation while hiding that input from any other point-cursor targets.

Limitations of Sliding in Complex Interfaces

Sliding Widgets use the metaphor of real-world sliding manipulations, but it is unclear how this applies to certain elements. One example is in hierarchical widgets, where an interactive element contains an interactive child element. The left of Figure 6.7 shows a screenshot of a panel in Adobe Photoshop where each row is clickable (i.e., to select a layer) along with its inner buttons (i.e., to toggle layer visibility). Unfortunately, this has no clear Sliding Widget analog. Sliding Widgets could potentially be nested in a larger Sliding Button, but this would be awkward when sliding either the outer or inner widgets.

We also found limitations of the sliding metaphor in the context of groups of related elements. Moscovich et al. demonstrate the promising feature of Sliding Widgets where a list of elements is selected in a single stroke. Our associated video also demonstrates an example of this interaction in the context of a Skype dialog. However, in most real interfaces where multiple elements are frequently toggled together, developers provide a “select all” toggle. In other cases, elements tend to be unrelated or infrequently toggled, leaving single stroke interactions undesirable.

This problem is largely due to conflicts between Sliding Widget behavior and the intentional design of interfaces for point cursors. More concretely, it may be possible to redesign an entire interface to exploit the advantages of single-stroke sliding interactions, but only at the obvious cost of needing to overhaul much of the design. Dixon et al. raised a similar tension between target-aware pointing and existing pointing-based interfaces [16], so perhaps this problem surfaces a larger conflict in designing surface-level modifications to existing designs.
Limitations of Individual Widget Replacement

Our implementation mostly replaces individual elements with individual Sliding Widgets. However, this approach can introduce conflicts when multiple widgets are related.

We partially anticipated this in our implementation of a Sliding Spinner. A naïve implementation would replace each button in the spinner with a Sliding Button and alternate their direction to help with disambiguation. However, this can conflict with a person’s expectations of the interface if the chosen sliding direction is different than the semantic direction of the spinner. For example, the spinner in Figure 6.6 adjusts the numerical value in its textbox, and sliding horizontally may seem less appropriate than sliding vertically. The problem is magnified if the arrows from the original spinner are mapped into the appearance of the Sliding Widget. We addressed this problem with the Sliding Spinner that understands the relation between the two buttons and behaves appropriately.

While our strategy for grouping multiple related widgets works for spinners, the strategy is much more difficult to implement for larger collections of related widgets. For example, consider the enhanced Windows Calculator interface shown in the right of Figure 6.7. It includes a typical grid of buttons, but replacing each individual button yields an interface that is jarring and difficult to use. The calculator's original layout is relatively dense, so it seems useful to alternate sliding directions. But then a person has to carefully inspect each button to understand how to slide it. Instead, the entire panel of buttons should be replaced with a Sliding Widgets optimized for these types of grid layouts.

This problem suggests that a more global understanding of interface layout is necessary for replacing some elements. One possible strategy is to employ a mechanism similar to Nichols et al.’s Smart Templates for replacing entire groups of controls [52]. This technique uses parameterized templates to specify when different conventions might be applied. Our approach to replacing spinner widgets can be
seen as an initial example of this, but we imagine there is an opportunity to extend this idea to more sophisticated templates capturing a variety of conventions and semantics.

6.5 Discussion

Although we describe our pixel-based methods in the context of implementing Sliding Widgets, our modeling of state and our approaches to styling widgets using prototype parts can enable and inform a variety of future enhancements. For example, other enhancements can directly re-use our state models. An enhancement to support crossing-based widgets on hybrid pen and mouse devices could use our same state models, implement new linkers relating their crossing widgets to our models, and style their widgets using our techniques. Even more complex enhancements might go beyond replacing individual widgets, using our models to drive entire new interfaces automatically generated by a system like Supple [27].

We described how our state models provide getters and setters for widget state, encapsulating low-level details required for monitoring and manipulating widgets. These turned out to be additionally beneficial because they provide an API that is similar to the API of the underlying toolkit itself. For example, our checkbox state model provides a familiar getChecked() method, which hides details of what states and prototypes the model uses to represent the checkbox. We believe that there is a rich opportunity for future work that investigates a more general set of semantic views that encapsulate pixel-based methods. The goal of these views would be to provide developers of pixel-based enhancements with a higher-level toolkit that is more similar to existing interface toolkits. For example, a getLabel() method on a semantic view of a button would manage the details of obtaining the button’s prototype, recovering its content, and processing those pixels to recover its text.

Our linkers automatically map Sliding Widget interactions into a sequence of mouse events to manipulate the underlying interface element. Current windowing systems are not designed to support this type of behavior. In particular, the overlay and the underlying enhancement must share the same input stream, which requires blocking input from one or the other during different stages of an interaction. This limitation also makes it difficult to support simultaneous manipulation of elements (e.g., Mosovich et al. suggest using an area cursor to drag two sliders at the same time). Deeper exploration of new input management frameworks is an opportunity for future work. For example, a framework might provide multiple input streams, separating live input from redirected input.

We implemented several basic linkers for synchronizing Sliding Widgets and state machines in most interfaces, but we imagine developers will extend these or create more sophisticated linkers tailored for specific applications. As one motivation, our example linker maps touches to mouse rollovers, thus
making it possible to view tooltips or other rollover responses in existing interfaces. But Moscovich et al. also demonstrated more complex responses to touch events with their action-preview-on-touch behaviors [47]. In their design, touching a button displays a preview of the action it will perform if activated. Future work might therefore examine linkers that execute these previews by monitoring and manipulating multiple state models. Importantly, our Model-View-Controller pattern for separating linkers from state models and Sliding Widgets makes it possible to define custom behaviors without modifying state model or Sliding Widget code.

Our application is the first practical general-purpose implementation of Sliding Widgets. There is nearly always a fundamental gap between the knowledge that can be gained in lab studies versus the implications of this knowledge for real-world contexts, and we believe this work narrows the gap for Sliding Widgets. We are exploring the best way to deploy our application on Windows 8 hybrid devices to further bridge the gap from the lab to the field. We also envision tools accompanying the deployment where developers can gather logged usage data to provide insight into real-world challenges (e.g., testing alternative designs, visualizing problems reported by end-users of pixel-based enhancements). Our hope is to help catalyze interaction research in escaping the lab, putting it into the hands of end-users who stand to benefit from the field’s rich innovation.
Chapter 7 | LAYERS AND ANNOTATIONS

Pixel-based methods can enable modification of interfaces without their code, independent of their implementation. For example, the applications we explore in the previous chapters use pixel-based methods to enhance the entire desktop. Chapter 3 presents an implementation of the Bubble Cursor [16,28], which dynamically resizes to always select the nearest target. Chapter 6 describes our implementation of sliding widgets [18,47], which replaces mouse-based interface elements with touchscreen widgets. Chapter 4 also presents our enhancement that translates the language of interfaces for improved localization [19]. Other examples include accessibility enhancements, testing frameworks, automation tools, and help systems [17,19,74,75]. These enhancements modify interfaces in a variety ways, but they are all enabled by methods that use pixels as a universal representation.

Unfortunately, enhancements like these are difficult to implement, and so relatively few are available. There are at least two major reasons for this. First, interpreting an interface from its raw pixel values is a large and multi-faceted problem. For example, the translation enhancement requires mechanisms to identify interface elements, recover text, and perform higher-level analysis of that text. Requiring all of this functionality in a single application quickly leads to monolithic code that is difficult to develop and maintain. This problem is magnified by the fact that different enhancements require different interpretations. For example, in contrast to the translation enhancement, the Bubble Cursor is agnostic to text values and only needs to identify clickable targets. When enhancements do require similar methods that could potentially be reused, the current lack of structured support leads developers to re-implement large portions of code.

Second, writing sophisticated code is not enough to successfully interpret most interfaces. This is because some information is not obtainable through raw pixel analysis. For example, Dixon et al. report that clickable “targets” are often ambiguous and cannot be reverse engineered without human intervention [16]. This ambiguity is pervasive in pixel-based methods and causes unavoidable errors. Developers then patch their code by mixing in their own outside knowledge about an interface. This results in fragile and monolithic code that is difficult to broadly deploy.

We address these two problems in a new toolkit for pixel-based reverse engineering of graphical interfaces. First, Prefab Layers helps developers write interpretation logic that can be composed, reused, and shared to manage the multi-faceted nature of pixel-based methods. Second, Prefab Annotations supports robust annotation of interface elements with metadata that has been inferred, provided by a
developer, or collected from end-users of pixel-based enhancements. Together, Prefab Layers and Prefab Annotations help developers focus on the high-level functionality of their enhancements instead of the low-level challenges of pixel-based analysis.

Contributions of this chapter to pixel-based methods include:

. Prefab Layers, which offer a set of techniques to simplify the development of interpretation code while encouraging composition and reuse.

. Prefab Annotations, which offer a set of techniques for managing portable and robust metadata.

. Demonstration of reusable interpretations implemented using our methods. These range from low-level reusable components to high-level pixel-based enhancements.

. A comparison of how developers use our methods versus state-of-the-art tools. We show that our methods speed up development time, enable code reuse, require less data management, and help developers focus on the high-level behavior of their enhancement.

7.1 Overview and Scenario Walkthrough

We now introduce our toolkit with a brief overview. To clarify how developers use our toolkit, this section also presents a scenario that walks through the development of the interface language translation enhancement in Figure 7.2.

Toolkit Overview

Prefab Layers and Prefab Annotations decompose interpretation into a series of tree transformations, as shown at the top of Figure 7.1. Interfaces are hierarchies and can be reverse engineered by iteratively working from raw pixels to a detailed interpretation. Developers implement custom interpretations for their enhancement using a combination of layers, layer chains, interface metadata (specifically tags and annotations), and annotation libraries.
A **layer** is a script that performs a specific set of tree transformations using the current structure and properties of the interface hierarchy, the pixel values of the captured screenshot, and any interface metadata.

A **layer chain** is a group of layers that execute in sequence. An interface is interpreted by passing the raw image into the first layer as a single root node, then passing the output of each layer into the next. Developers reuse and compose existing functionality by concatenating layer chains. Alternatively, they modify or enhance a chain by adding or replacing layers. As mentioned, Prefab recovers a spatial hierarchy from pixels, and so we include this functionality as the default set of layers at the beginning of a chain. Developers typically append their own custom layers to infer higher-level semantics on top of Prefab’s hierarchy.

**Interface metadata** stores information about a specific node in a hierarchy (e.g., whether a node is a target, a corrected translation for a given node). A critical distinction is the intended persistence of the metadata representation. A **tag** is interface metadata stored on a node in the hierarchy created by a particular layer chain’s interpretation of a source image. An **annotation** is interface metadata described in terms of the source image, which can be persistently stored and used with different layer chains.

An **annotation library** is a set of related annotations, and a developer will typically create a library for each type of annotation used by an enhancement. Before a layer chain executes, each layer can *import* annotations to be used at runtime. The details of how these are robustly stored and imported are challenging and discussed in a later section.

Enhancements are therefore implemented by creating and composing combinations of layers and annotation libraries. An enhancement might use several instances of a layer, but point each at a different annotation library. Alternatively, an enhancement might contain several layers that work together and share a single annotation library.

This toolkit is implemented in C#, with annotation libraries implemented as CouchDB databases. We selected CouchDB in part because its replication support allows easy sharing and synchronization of annotation libraries. As a convenience, we also provide an interpreter that uses Iron Python to allow layers to be defined in short Python scripts. For clarity, this chapter presents its example layers in Python.

**Scenario: Runtime Interface Translation**

To better understand how developers use our toolkit, let us follow Emily as she implements the interface translation enhancement from Figure 7.1. Emily has found many applications do not support her native
language, or their translations are erroneous and incomplete. Instead of being stuck hoping application developers will add or fix their translations, she decides to develop an enhancement to recover text from the pixels of an interface, translate that text, and re-render interfaces incorporating the translations. Figure 7.2 illustrates her implementation. Emily primarily composes and parameterizes existing layers, writing only a small amount of custom behavior (as shown here in red).

Emily starts by creating an input and output redirection loop as shown in Figure 7.1, within which a layer chain executes upon receiving a screenshot. She then imports a layer providing Prefab's base recovery capabilities. This outputs a tree representing the elements of an interface, as recovered from its pixels. Emily finds the base layer does not recover text (an optimization based on the fact that text recovery is expensive and many enhancements do not require textual content). Emily will obviously need the interface text, so she adds a standard text recovery layer. The first two lines of Figure 7.3 show the implementation of this functionality.
Emily is unable to find a layer implementing translation, so she authors a custom layer. Within her layer, she walks the tree recovered by previous layers. For each node containing recovered text, she runs the text through a web translation service and tags the node with the resulting translation. The `translate_text.py` layer shown in Figure 7.3 implements this behavior.

With her core layers built, Emily now focuses on the behavior of her enhancement. For each node tagged with a translation, she uses Prefab’s pixel-level methods to overlay a mask that removes the element’s original text. She then renders the translated text within the same bounds.

```python
# main.py
params = { 'library': 'translation_corrections' }
prefab_layers.import_layer('apply_annotations', params)

import prefab_layers
chain = prefab_layers.new_chain()
chain.import_layer('prefab_identification')
chain.import_layer('text_recovery')

# translate_text.py
from microsoft_translator import Translator
translator = Translator('client id', 'client secret')

def interpret(interpret_data):
    """This method is called by the Prefab Layers toolkit when it needs this layer to perform its transformations""
    root = interpret_data.tree
    recursively_translate(root, interpret_data)

def recursively_translate(currnode, interpret_data):
    """This method recursively visits each node and translates its text value to French""
    if currnode.get_tag('is_text'):
        text = currnode.get_tag('text_value')
        french = translator.translate(text, 'fr')
        interpret_data.add_tag(text, 'translation', french)
    for child in currnode.get_children():
        recursively_translate(child, interpret_data)
```

Figure 7.3: This code demonstrates how to translate the language of an interface using Prefab Layers and Prefab Annotations. The main.py file at the top describes how to import layers and provide them with an annotation library. The `translate_text.py` file implements the functionality for translating nodes in the hierarchy that have been tagged with text.
With her enhancement now working, Emily finds many of the translations are erroneous and decides to add interactive correction. She builds an interface that allows a person who observes an erroneous translation to view the original text and provide a correction. She wants these corrections to be persistent, so she stores them as an annotation library. She then imports a layer that uses the annotations at runtime to tag elements with their corresponding corrections. The remaining lines of main.py in Figure 7.3 implement this behavior.

Emily also notices she is translating text that should not be modified, such as system paths in file widgets. Emily adds an annotation library for a “do not translate” flag, updates her interface to allow toggling this flag for any element, adds a layer to tags nodes according to this annotation, and updates her machine translation layer to respect the flag.

Emily is satisfied her enhancement gives control over whether to translate each element, but wants to minimize the need to tag elements. She therefore uses a layer that trains a classifier using collected annotations as training data. Emily does not need to implement this functionality, she just imports an existing layer and parameterizes it to use her annotation library for training. It then learns a classifier based on the annotations and at runtime tags any nodes that the classifier determines should not be translated.

With her enhancement implemented, Emily uses it in a variety of applications. She can also share her enhancement and its annotation libraries with other people. Eventually, she might decide to parameterize her layers to allow people to choose a target language. This would require adjustments to how she invokes machine translation and would probably introduce different annotation libraries to store corrections in different languages. Importantly, her layers and annotations continue to work together, so she is not burdened with migrating data or code as she iterates.

### 7.2 Prefab Layers

In defining pixel-based interpretation as a series of tree transformations, the primary challenge is ensuring layers have the power and flexibility to construct arbitrary interpretations while also preserving simplicity in each layer (i.e., obtaining a high ceiling and low threshold [48]). The naïve approach of simply allowing layers to arbitrarily mutate a hierarchy falls short for at least two reasons. First, it could be expected to easily regress to monolithic layers, undermining our goals for reuse and composition. Second, we have found it difficult to reason about the entire structure of a 2D interface, especially when in-progress mutations mean the current hierarchy represents neither the input nor the output of a layer. It
is difficult to even traverse a hierarchy while also mutating it, and we found more complex transformations near impossible to reason about.

Prefab Layers therefore gives each layer an immutable view on its input. We provide a set of tree transformation operations, and layers can request any number of operations be applied to nodes in the hierarchy. All operations are then applied in batch after the layer terminates (i.e., the hierarchy is mutated between layers in a layer chain). This guarantees layers always observe trees that are in a stable state, making it easier to reason about. It also limits the scale of transformation that can be accomplished in a single layer, encouraging developers to think of interpretation in discrete steps. In the terminology of Myers et al. [48], we create a path of least resistance toward reuse and composition by leading developers to create layers that each implement a single piece of well-defined functionality.

The specific operations are shown in Figure 7.4: tagging a node, setting an ancestor for a node, and deleting a node. These options were chosen for simplicity and completeness. Each operates on a single element or a pair of elements, and they can be combined to create any hierarchy.

**Tagging.** Layers can add interface metadata at runtime by tagging nodes. Subsequent layers can read that metadata to inform their own execution.

**Setting an Ancestor.** Layers can require a hierarchy be modified to ensure a given node is an ancestor of another given node. This can be set for two existing nodes (i.e., set one as the parent of the other), for an existing ancestor node (i.e., inserting a new child), or for an existing child (i.e., inserting a new parent).

**Deleting.** Layers can delete nodes from a hierarchy. Any children of a deleted node are attached to the deleted node’s parent.

After a layer requests a set of operations, we efficiently apply all operations to its input hierarchy. Tag operations are trivial, but are executed in batch as part of encouraging layers that perform a single step of interpretation. For each delete operation, we remove the node and attach its children to the deleted node’s parent. We apply ancestry requests by adding an edge from each ancestor to its descendent and
pruning any redundant edges. Finally, we raise an exception if these requests do not produce a valid tree (e.g., if operations create cycles or multiple paths between nodes).

### 7.3 Prefab Annotations

The goal of Prefab Annotations is to store metadata about specific interface elements, such that the metadata can be accessed and shared by arbitrary layers. Storing metadata is trivial, but robustly storing the interface element itself is challenging. This is because different layer chains represent the element differently (i.e., the tree structure recovered from a screenshot depends on the specific layer chain used). For example, the sliding widgets enhancement requires a tree with related buttons grouped (so they can be replaced with a single slider, as in Figure 1.4). In contrast, language translation can leave these buttons separate, but needs to group related text. As a result, annotations cannot be stored in an encoding that depends on the structure of one specific layer chain. Otherwise it would be difficult to share libraries of annotations among enhancements. Even within a single enhancement, a developer would not be able to iteratively build and test a layer chain because its tree representations would change throughout development.

Prefab Annotations address this challenge by storing annotations using a *pixel-level* representation. Specifically, an annotation library contains a set of image annotations, each stored as an image of an interface, a region within that image to be annotated, and associated metadata. When a layer imports an annotation library at runtime, the pixel-level representations are converted to trees consistent with the current layer chain. Therefore, the sliding widget enhancement views an annotated element as a node in a tree where related buttons are grouped together. Similarly, the translation enhancement views that same annotated element in a different tree where text is grouped together.

Figure 7.5 illustrates this process. First, images in the library are interpreted by the *preceding* layers in the current chain. This creates hierarchies consistent with the current runtime. We then use region information in each annotation to identify the corresponding hierarchy node. We pass these matched pairs of image annotations and aligned tree nodes to the layer (together with a list of image annotations that do
For clarity, Figure 7.6 presents the entire script for a simple layer that uses annotations. This layer tags elements at runtime that were previously annotated with metadata. The layer indexes each annotation using a unique reference that can be matched against nodes at runtime. Specifically, it computes an XPath-like *path descriptor* based on properties of the annotated node and its ancestors. Importantly, this layer does not attempt to generalize the annotation. At runtime it visits each node in the input tree and checks if the node’s path matches any of descriptors it has stored. If there is a matching descriptor, it tags that node with the corresponding metadata. These path descriptors always represent a valid path that can be retrieved at runtime because they are computed from hierarchies consistent with the current layer chain. For example, the sliding widgets layer can import this layer and use it with an annotation library of “replace this widget” Boolean flags. The language translation enhancement can similarly import this layer with a library of translation corrections.

This simple tagging layer is one of several *exact-match* layers in our toolkit, each performing one of the tree operations in our toolkit. An exact-match deletion layer similarly deletes any node that matches a
path descriptor. These layers are designed to be simple building blocks for more advanced layer chains, and the next section introduces several additional strategies that go beyond exact-matching of path descriptors to more sophisticated generalizations.

7.4 Validation through Example Layer Chains

Our toolkit is designed to support diverse pixel-based methods. In this half of our validation, we demonstrate and give insight into our toolkit by implementing and discussing several example layer chains. In the terminology established by Olsen [55], these examples demonstrate an inductive combination of functionality. Specifically, we select examples to illustrate how interpretation code can be composed, reused, and shared, and also how annotations can be used and shared among enhancements. We start with examples of low-level reusable interpretations and then move to high-level composition in full enhancements.

Reusable Low-Level Layer Chains

This section expands upon the previous section’s reusable exact-match layer. Specifically, we present two more example layer chains: (1) a reusable chain that learns to automatically generalize Boolean annotations, and (2) a text recovery chain that applies multiple techniques to recover text from an interface. Like the exact-match layer, these are reusable building blocks that can be parameterized with an annotation library to obtain a desired capability. Decoupling the code layers from the data annotations thus creates building blocks for developers to create complex behaviors.

Learning-Based Annotation

Exact-match annotations are sufficient and even preferable for many applications, but others benefit from expediting annotation through generalization. We support such inference with a layer chain that learns to tag nodes based on positive and negative example annotations. For example, Figure 7.2’s demonstration uses this chain to generalize its “do not translate” annotation. We implement learning as two layers sharing a library of Boolean annotations. The first is an exact-match layer, tagging nodes that are explicitly annotated as either positive or negative. The second applies a classifier to generalize tags onto nodes that are not explicitly tagged. Annotations are thus treated as ground truth and always override the classifier. Sharing the annotation library means a single annotation both tags a specific element and contributes to training the classifier.

Our learning layer uses a decision tree, with features computed from an element’s spatial properties, its location in a hierarchy, and tags applied by preceding layers. It imports annotations by using them as training examples to create a classifier. During interpretation, it applies the classifier to nodes not tagged
by the exact-match layer. Our current classification algorithm was designed and evaluated in the context of the applications described in this chapter, so its performance is optimized for our explorations. However, our goal in implementing this example is to illustrate how any learning algorithm could be deployed in our toolkit. Developers could swap in layers that implement custom classification algorithms tailored for their application, or could use general-purpose classifiers they customize by populating an annotation library of training data.

**Text Recovery**

The exact-match and learning-based chains are relatively simple, with their power coming from how they can be composed. But it is also possible to implement complex layer chains providing sophisticated reusable functionality. One example is our current chain to recover textual content. Prior work has found the extremely low resolution of interface text makes it difficult to implement text recovery with off-the-shelf character recognition, instead turning to human transcription [19]. Other work explores incorporating text from the accessibility API [11]. Failures are inevitable in both approaches, so we leverage the flexibility of our toolkit to combine recovery from the accessibility API with human transcription. Figure 6 presents an overview of the layer chain, which consists of four main components: text classification, grouping related text, human transcription, and accessibility recovery.

The first layer tags each interface element with a Boolean indication of whether the node represents text. The chain is a parameterization of the learning-based annotation chain, trained with positive and negative examples of text elements. Prefab’s background differencing discovers many types of elements (e.g., text, icons, widgets), but does not indicate the types of those discovered elements. This layer therefore identifies which should be processed as text.

The second and third layers are used to group related text. Low-level methods often naturally group text within a parent. For example, a button with a two-word label will group the two text elements. But text rendered without a visible container may need explicit grouping (e.g., a checkbox may have a multi-word label with no visible enclosure). We implement grouping in two layers. A first learns to tag each element with a Boolean flag indicating whether it should be grouped with the next sibling in reading order. A second then performs the actual grouping.

The final two layers tag elements with text values. The first obtains these from human transcriptions. It works similar to an exact-match layer, but generalizes the annotations differently. It uses a hash of the pixel-level appearance of annotated text to apply that same annotation whenever it finds the same pixels (e.g., it matches multiple buttons with the same "OK" label). The second layer obtains text values from
the accessibility API hierarchy corresponding to the captured interface. It finds the set of corresponding nodes in the pixel-based hierarchy by testing for spatial containment, and tags the parent node with the textual labels.

**Full Layer Chains for Enhancements**

Our final examples demonstrate how our toolkit can be used to compose full layer chains used by enhancements. Specifically, we examine interface translation, target-aware pointing, and sliding widgets. Our toolkit both: (1) lowers the *threshold* to developing enhancements, and (2) raises the *ceiling* to enable new pixel-based enhancements.

**Language Translation**

We previously presented pixel-based language translation [19], but the implementation in that initial work is fragile. Lacking explicit support for modular and reusable code, most of that work focuses on text recovery methods and ignores important aspects of translation. For example, that work ignores interactive correction (e.g., incorrect machine translations, elements that should not be translated at all). Figure 1.3 and our introductory scenario present a new and more extensible implementation addressing these issues. My new solution builds directly on reusable low-level layer chains, so there is minimal new work required (as illustrated by Figure 3’s red highlights of that new work).

**Target-Aware Pointing**

My prior Bubble Cursor implementation is an example of the state-of-the-art in pixel-based enhancements [16,28]. It enables target-aware pointing across the entire desktop, identifying targets using Prefab and...
human annotations. Specifically, it: (1) uses Prefab to identify a hierarchy of elements, (2) uses path descriptors to store annotations about whether to target an element (e.g., target a button, do not target an icon), and (3) expedites annotation with two heuristics, one that targets leaf nodes and one that generalizes annotations across identical subtrees.

My new toolkit dramatically streamlines this enhancement. Figure 7.6 shows our new implementation, where we first instantiate a base Prefab layer and then an exact-match layer for target annotations. We then add two custom layers, one for each of the target heuristics. Importantly, the subtree matching layer shares the same annotation library as the exact-match layer, but generalizes those annotations. Alternatively, we could replace these lightweight layers with our learning-based chain from the previous subsection.

We also expand upon our prior work by differentiating major and minor targets. In our prior work we identified that some targets are infrequently used and act as distractors to more important targets. We suggested it would be valuable to distinguish major versus minor targets, but our prior monolithic implementation did not allow exploration of this idea. Figure 7.6 shows that our new toolkit makes it trivial to add a layer and annotation library to support exploration of this distinction. Existing target annotations can continue to be used, and a new annotation is added to indicate which of those are minor targets. This example shows our new abstractions raising the ceiling relative to what we could accomplish with the prior state-of-the-art.
**Sliding Widgets**

The previous two layers streamline the implementation of the Bubble Cursor and Language Translation, but our toolkit also lowers the threshold to implementing Chapter 4’s sliding widget enhancement. The sliding widgets enhancement is tedious and impractical to develop without the toolkit. Developing a new enhancement like this requires iteratively refining code and exploring different approaches. But that code also requires annotations, and prior approaches to storing such annotations are brittle to code changes and would need to constantly be migrated. My toolkit also provides a clear conceptual model for reasoning about and describing our sliding widgets enhancement. Figure 7.7 presents a figure similar to the layer chain illustrations throughout this chapter, succinctly overviewing the code and data used in the sliding widgets enhancement. My current contribution is therefore not only code, but also a set of abstractions that allow effective description of pixel-based interpretation.

### 7.5 Validation with Developers in the Lab

The previous section explored examples implemented using our toolkit. We also conducted a lab study that compared how developers used our toolkit versus a baseline toolset.

The baseline tools were designed to reflect state-of-the-art methods presented in our prior implementation of the Bubble Cursor [16]. Specifically, there were two main differences between our toolkit and prior methods. First, the baseline interpretation logic is implemented as a single method, where developers manually organize any code invoked in that method. Second, the baseline stores annotations using path descriptors, as used in our prior work and in a wide variety of DOM-based enhancements.

To the best of our knowledge, Prefab’s prior methods provide the most extensive support for combining code and data in real-time modifications. Yeh et al.’s Sikuli offers robust scripting tools [74], but less support for annotating arbitrary interface elements. In addition, their pixel-based methods require a reported 200msec to identify all occurrences of a single target. My toolkit is designed to support enhancements that need to more quickly identify and annotate all occurrences of many elements, so Prefab’s prior methods are a more meaningful comparison.

We recruited six experienced developers to participate in our study. They were all male, with ages ranging from 24 to 28 years. Although all currently develop software, their backgrounds included applied natural science, computer vision, software engineering, and programming languages. All were familiar with Python and at least one other programming language. None of the participants had experience with pixel-based reverse engineering.
Study Outline for Each Condition

Hello World
1) Tag leaves as text
2) Correct text labels using annotations
3) Group related text

Bubble Cursor
4) Tag leaves as targets
5) Correct targets using annotations
6) Identify, group, and target text
7) Tag major and minor targets

Figure 7.8: Participants were given 7 tasks in each condition. The first three implement a Hello World enhancement. The next four implement and expand upon the Bubble Cursor.

Study Protocol

Study sessions took approximately three hours. Participants were asked to implement interpretation logic for two enhancements: Hello World and Bubble Cursor. Both were implemented twice, once with our toolkit and once with the baseline. Participants were allotted 90 minutes for each task. To control for learning effects or fatigue, we counterbalanced the order in which we presented each condition. The Hello World enhancement was designed to familiarize participants with the condition. It replaces identified text with the string “hello world”, using the masking technique described in our scenario walkthrough. In both enhancements, participants were asked to reverse engineer screenshots captured from an Apple iTunes dialog and a Microsoft Word settings dialog.

The experiment was conducted using a standard desktop computer running Windows 7. Developers authored code using an off-the-shelf text editor. We also equipped participants with a debugging tool that worked similarly to a webpage DOM inspector. Using the tool, participants could load screenshots, compile and execute their code, navigate and inspect the hierarchy output by their code, add or delete annotations, and browse through their annotations.

Both conditions consisted of seven tasks, as in Figure 7.8. The first three were to identify text for the Hello World enhancement. Participants implemented a simplified version of text recovery, where (1) leaves are heuristically classified as text, (2) erroneous tags are corrected with annotations, and (3) related text is grouped. For the grouping task, we wanted to examine how developers make use of existing code, so we gave participants access to grouping logic originally developed for an enhancement that classified widget types. In our toolkit, the functionality could be imported as a layer chain. In the baseline, it could be obtained using Python’s standard mechanism for importing modules. Developers were also free to copy and paste any code from the existing enhancement.
The next four tasks were to classify targets for the *Bubble Cursor*. In these tasks, participants were able to reuse any functionality from their *Hello World* enhancement. Two tasks directly correspond to our original implementation: (4) leaf nodes are tagged as targets, and (5) erroneous tags are corrected with annotations. The next then improved upon that implementation by (6) identifying and grouping related text so that it can be targeted. We have noticed that groups of text are often clickable targets, such as URLs and the text adjacent to checkboxes, but our original implementation only targeted individual glyphs of text. Finally, in the seventh task (7) minor targets are tagged based on annotation. These tasks were designed to follow the natural progression of an implementation, simulating how a developer might build an enhancement in the wild.

**Successes**

When using our toolkit, participants took an average of 43 minutes to complete all tasks. No participants completed the baseline. Figure 7.9 presents a breakdown of completion times for each task. Most importantly, our toolkit enabled participants to implement core logic for a state-of-the-art enhancement and address unexplored shortcomings of that enhancement all within a relatively short study session.

To better understand the difference in completion times, we conducted a semi-structured interview at the end of the study and examined the code authored by participants. We identified important differences between the conditions pertaining to code reuse and organization, data management, and the relationship between code and data.

**Code Reuse and Organization**

Participants wrote less code and reused a higher percentage of their code when using our toolkit. Specifically, they wrote an average of 36 lines using our toolkit versus 75 in the baseline. This difference was mostly due to our decomposition of code into layer chains. With our toolkit, participants would often reuse a layer several times in their chain, each parameterized with a different annotation library. In contrast, most of the code in the baseline was a result of participants copying from another enhancement, then editing that code to fit their enhancement. Participants reflected on these differences during the interview: P4 stated “the modular approach is good for code reusability”, and P3 said our toolkit “is the great Unix way - piping inputs and outputs, reusing small methods”.

Participants also noted that our toolkit yielded more clear and understandable solutions. For example, when asked to compare the two conditions, P4 mentioned that “the pipeline was easier to reason about” with our toolkit, and P6 stated that “my organization was bad, mainly because I was copy-pasting stuff around” in the baseline condition.
Participants also viewed our framework as more extensible. We asked them to explain which tools they would use for developing enhancements that are more sophisticated than the Bubble Cursor. P2 responded, “I definitely would use [Prefab Layers and Prefab Annotations] because it would be easy to package up layers and give them to someone, and when I add new layers they don’t break my code.” P1 stated, “it would be easy to extend my code with some machine learning, because of the two-step process for importing and then using annotations.”

These successes demonstrate the value of decomposing code into layers. Participants were not required to write large amounts of code, but our toolkit still created a path of least resistance towards clear, extensible, and reusable code.

Understanding Annotations

Participants found our toolkit made it easy to understand the contents of their annotation libraries. In comparison, it was challenging to understand the path descriptors used in the baseline condition. This is partially because our toolkit provides the entire hierarchy containing an annotated element. Thus when debugging their code, participants were able to print the annotation node to the console, inspect its properties, and view its location in the image. In contrast, the path descriptors were cryptic because they only revealed the minimal details of an element’s path needed to provide a unique reference. P6 mentioned this problem in the interview, stating, “I liked the tree view a lot, as a way of navigating and examining elements”. This suggests Prefab Annotations are a better expressive match [55].
**Relationship between Code and Data**

Participants using our toolkit worked through each task as Emily did in our scenario walkthrough. In contrast, participants faced a critical roadblock in the baseline condition. This was to address subtle dependencies between annotations and code. This was exemplified in P2’s session when implementing *Hello World*. The next paragraph steps through this as a comparison to our scenario walkthrough.

P2 successfully implemented functionality for task (1) that tagged leaf nodes as text. P2 then wrote code to correct erroneous tags using annotations and added a few corrections using the debugging tool. With the annotations working, P2 imported functionality for grouping text and added a few more corrections. However, these annotations did not cause any change in the output hierarchy. Confused, P2 spent several minutes inspecting code while adding and removing annotations. P2 then discovered the problem: they were storing path descriptors computed from the final hierarchy, which was different from the hierarchy in which corrections were applied before grouping. P2 thus rearranged their code such that the text corrections were applied after the grouping. However, this did not work either because the grouping code relied on those corrections to robustly determine which elements were text. At this point, P2 realized they would need to restructure the path descriptors to be consistent with the tree as it exists before grouping. P2 spent the remainder of their time developing this migration. Prefab Annotations removes the need for developers to migrate annotations between representations.

**Challenges for Future Work**

We also discovered challenges our participants faced when using our toolkit. Unanimously, participants found our toolkit to have a steeper learning curve than the baseline. Most of this difficulty was regarding the method for importing annotations. Specifically, participants initially did not see the benefit of writing explicit code to generalize annotations. This suggests that it might be useful for layers to generalize annotations by default, then allow developers to override the default with their own logic. Importantly, developers understood the point of defining their own generalizations, and reported that this added flexibility to implement more sophisticated enhancements.

Participants also noted that modularity introduced by layers would sometimes make it difficult to know when a piece of code would execute. Similarly, they wanted each layer to document its dependencies on any other layers, as they felt it was easy to lose track of how a single layer worked in the context of a larger chain. Ultimately, we see this overhead as a pervasive problem in modular programs and view this as a rich area for future work.
Participants in both conditions found it difficult to understand the computed path descriptors because they were based on the low-level pixel hierarchy recovered by Prefab. This raised a larger issue that elements in the hierarchy did not have human-readable names. Thus, it might be useful to include a default set of layers that tag Prefab’s pixel-identified elements with such names.

Finally, participants requested the ability to more easily inspect the hierarchy at any point in a layer chain execution. This highlights a need for improvements in debugging tools, within which developers might toggle layers on and off or set breakpoints to view output at specific layers. We also believe there is an opportunity to explore IDEs for pixel-based methods, perhaps drawing on ideas from runtime modification or computer vision [43,46].

Prefab Layers and Prefab Annotations dramatically streamline the implementation of pixel-based runtime enhancements. Specifically, they help developers overcome subtle but critical dependencies between code and data. This toolkit is available at https://prefab.github.io, and we ultimately see this work as a step towards enabling the adoption of pixel-based methods in research and practice.
Chapter 8 | CONCLUSION

This dissertation aims to advance our understanding of how to design effective pixel-based methods for modifying interfaces at runtime. We therefore presented core methods for reverse engineering (Chapters 1 through 7), deeply explored enhancements enabled by these methods (Chapters 5 and 6), and introduced extensible developer tools for authoring new pixel-based methods (Chapter 7). Based on these explorations, this chapter identifies open challenges and opportunities for future work. We also generalize from our experiences and propose important guidelines for the design of future systems. Finally, we conclude with a summary of this research.

8.1 Training Example Collection

One core insight behind Prefab is that exact matching of raw pixel values can be used to rapidly identify interface elements. Example collection therefore becomes an important practicality of Prefab’s approach. There exists a long tail of interface elements, each with a different appearance. Moreover, a single element typically has multiple appearances corresponding to its various states. While Prefab’s separation of interface layout from appearance enables automatic prototype generation, it still requires the tedious collection of many examples to generate a sufficiently large prototype library. Future work might therefore explore methods for automatically collecting training examples from passive observation of interface usage. Alternatively, applications might incorporate lightweight mechanisms for collecting examples, similar to our Bubble Cursor’s Target Editor and lightweight annotation menu presented in Chapter 4. Other research might investigate how online communities can collect and share libraries. Finally, we also believe it is worth exploring unsupervised methods for generating prototypes, removing the need to collect examples at all.

8.2 Hybrid Approaches to Reverse Engineering

Current pixel-based methods are fundamentally limited because they can only recover what is visible at the surface of the interface. In contrast, other researchers have explored leveraging deeper representations such as the DOM for a web page or the accessibility API. As mentioned in Chapter 2, these alternative representations are often incomplete or difficult to work with because of non-compliance from developers. To address these limitations, we believe it there is an opportunity to explore hybrid methods that automatically combine multiple representations of the same interface. Chang et al. presented initial explorations of hybrid methods in their PAX system, which used a combination of the accessibility API and Sikuli’s pixel-based methods to more robustly recover textual content [11]. However, it may be
possible to develop methods that generalize beyond text recovery and beyond the single view of toolkits provided by the accessibility API. Specifically, the majority of interface toolkits represent UIs as hierarchies, so it could be possible to use tree alignment algorithms [41] to correlate nodes that represent the same interface element, and therefore bootstrap pixel-based hierarchies with important metadata gathered from many different views. More generally, these methods could enable developers to overcome the inherent incompleteness of any one view, while remaining independent of any particular toolkit or application’s source code.

8.3 Supporting Input and Output Redirection

Most existing interface tools were not designed to support runtime modification, which creates several important challenges to implementing mechanisms for input and output redirection. One important limitation with current interface tools is that every application on a desktop shares the same input channel. For example, the global location of a single cursor is exposed to every application. Therefore, the fake target window in a Prefab runtime modification must precariously observe mouse movements without disrupting the underlying source window. For example, most of our applications work by 1) injecting logic into the global windowing system using a low-level mouse hook, 2) observing relative mouse movements and directing those to the target window, and 3) resetting the mouse position to a desired location over the underlying source window. Similar challenges occur in capturing the pixels of existing interfaces. Our methods use a low-level API call to force applications to render their pixels onto a buffer, which is obviously inefficient. Future work might simplify this process by virtualizing input and output for each window. For example, each application might expose its own virtual cursor that can be controlled independently from the global system cursor. Similarly, each application might output its pixel buffer to a virtual display that is exposed for runtime modification.

While the pixels of an interface can be interpreted independent of its underlying implementation, the challenges of robustly supporting input and output redirection points to the fact that any runtime modification will inevitably require some dependency on existing tools. Pixel-based methods minimize such dependencies and therefore lower the burden on developers for supporting new enhancements. Future work might also examine how pixel-based methods could be combined with entirely new toolkits developed from the ground up to further minimize such dependencies. For example, several modern toolkits are exploring functional approaches to programming interfaces, where interface state is explicitly separated from the specification of its appearance [56,61]. Such tools might therefore expose these state objects for deep runtime modification. Future pixel-based methods might then deduce the mapping between an application’s appearance and its state object to support even more advanced behaviors.
8.4 Beyond Runtime Modification

This dissertation focuses on the use of pixel-based methods for the purposes of runtime modification, but these methods could also be used to implement a variety of applications that do not directly modify existing interfaces. Many examples of such applications are mentioned as related work in Chapter 2, but there are many other applications that have not yet been explored. For example, we are interested in investigating new methods for analyzing a long history of screenshots passively captured from a user’s devices. These histories might then be intelligently summarized to provide the user with overviews and reminders of their tasks performed previously. They might also be used to automatically generate tutorials, or to passively identify common usability issues in existing applications.

8.5 Beyond the Desktop

We have primarily explored how to unlock interaction on the desktop, but we believe there is an enormous opportunity for unlocking interaction across many devices. For example, we envision improved speech interfaces on mobile devices that interpret existing applications and automate tasks on the user’s behalf. It may also be possible to *automatically redesign interfaces to run on different devices*. For example, Chapter 6’s discussion of Sliding Widgets mentions expanding beyond our initial methods for replacing individual widgets using a system like Supple [27]. Supple currently uses a manually crafted interface model to automatically generate an interface layout based on a particular user’s abilities and a particular device’s specifications. It may be possible to build upon our pixel-based methods to automatically deduce such a model from an existing interface, allowing developers to manually build an interface for one device, and then automatically generating designs optimized for many other contexts.

8.6 Beyond Developers

Today, most interfaces are designed by teams of people who are collocated and highly skilled. Moreover, any changes to an interface are implemented by the original developers and designers who own the source code. In contrast, we envision a future where distributed online communities rapidly construct and improve interfaces. Similar to the Wikipedia editing process, we imagine there could be new interface design tools that democratize the design of interfaces. These *community-based design tools* might include interfaces for directly manipulating existing interfaces in place, for voting on the best improvements to an existing design, educating new community members on important design principles, and sharing interface elements across applications.
8.7 Conclusion

Flexible interface tools are crucial to the progress of human-computer interaction. They shape what applications are possible and who can build them. Today, most interfaces are designed by teams of people who are collocated and highly skilled. Moreover, any changes to an interface are implemented by the original developers and designers who own the source code. In contrast, we envision a future where distributed online communities rapidly construct and improve interfaces. Similar to the Wikipedia editing process, we imagine new design tools that democratize the interface design process.

This dissertation contributes important initial steps towards unlocking existing interfaces from pixels. Specifically, we introduce novel pixel-based methods for reverse engineering graphical interfaces, which enable a practical approach to adding advanced behaviors to new and existing applications without access to their source code and independent of their underlying implementation. My work explores approaches to rapidly identifying interface elements from pixels by abstracting widget layout from widget appearance, methods for recovering interface content and hierarchy, an implementation and examination of a general-purpose enhancement, methods for recovering widget state and style, and developer support for composing and reusing pixel-based methods in arbitrary enhancements. This work also explores promising ideas proposed in the human-computer interaction literature that were previously impossible to implement in the context of real interfaces. This work therefore contributes important progress toward real-world deployment of an important family of research and sheds light on the gap between understanding research ideas in controlled settings versus real-world interfaces.
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